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Friday And Saturday
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Oieiuson iiuaenis win be afforded their first big dance of the
coming year on November 19 and 20 at the Tiger Homecoming
series of dances. One of the nation's top dance bands, Sam Dona*hue and his organization, will furnish the music. The youthful
maestro is shown above.

Shaw Choir To
Sing Here At

Sam Donahue, one of the nation's top dance bands,, has been ,
signed to play for the Tiger
Homecoming series of dances to
be held on November 19 and 20.
The Central Dance Association
made this announcement yesterday, and a spokesman for the
organization said that it would
probably be one of the largest
dances held on the campus this
year because of the large number
of visitors that will be here then.
Donahue is no new face at
Clemson. He has been here on
other occasions, and his band has
played at some of the top night
spots over the country as well as
on the radio and in the movies.
This is the second dance series
sponsored by the CDA this year,
and will be one of six to be presented here this year. The organization plans to bring top bands
from off the campus to nearly
all the dances here this year.
This will be Clemson's Homecoming week-end, and numerous
other festivities have been planned for then. The Tiger will
have its annual banquet on Friday night, November 19, and an
intermission party in The Tiger
office on the same night.
A dance on Friday night in the
field house with the music of
Donahue will also take place. Saturday afternoon will find the
Clemson-Duquesne football game
taking place in Memorial Stadium,
with another dance being held
that night.
The Tiger will announce its
new staff on Friday night at the
banquet, and the awarding of
keys and plaques will take place
at that time. Something over 70
are expected to be on hand for
.ccasion. At the same time,
another banquet will be held in
the mess hall. Around 250 are
expected to be on hand for a
banquet to be given by the
Kawanisns.
No price or placing of the
dates has yet been announced,
but Johnny Klettner, president of
the CDA, has announced that this
information will be forthcoming.
Prices for the Friday and Saturday night dances will be the
same, $3.00. Friday night will be
strictly formal and on Saturdaynight setto will be informal. CDA
officials have warned that postively no one will be allowed in
the dance on Friday night without
a tux on or in uniform. No dark
blue or similar dark apparel will
be tolerated.
A spokesman for the dance organization said that if the student does not want to be embarrassed before a date to wear
a tux, tails or uniform. Those
will be the only acceptable types
of dress for the entrance to the
dance.
Although no definite plans have
been made, Johnny ' Klettner,
president of the CDA, said that
plans are now in process to use
the fourth barracks for the dates.
He expressed hope that if this
was the final decision, students in
this barracks would cooperate in
helping making this dance most
successful.

The Robert Shaw Chorale will give a concert appearance tonight at 8 o'clock in the Clemson College Field House under the auspices of the Clemson Concert Committee. The Shaw group will be
the second of five concerts that will be here this year.
The 32-voice choir will give a
program of classical and semiclassical numbers. Bach, Brahms
Morley, Rodgers, Gershwin, Kern
and others will be on the program.
This makes the first tour of
the United States that this group
The Washington Chapter of
hlas taken. - The group that will
appear is hand picked from Shaw's the Clemson Alumni Association has passed the following
negular concert choir.
The chorale has come in for resolution:
"Whereas, Dr. R. F. Poole,
much constructive critic.sm
"President of the Clemson Colthroughout its young career. lege, has during the past sumClaudia Cassidy of the Chicago mer declined an attractive ofTribune and other top ranking fer to a responsible position,
musical critics have praised the and
"Whereas his reason for not
works of the young composer and accepting such appointment was
arranger.
reported to be, 'my interest in
Shaw first gained prominence education and the opportunities
in the music world as an arranger for service at Clemson and in
for the famous Fred Waring and the South caused me to make
this decision,'
his Pennsylvanians. While with
"Be It Therefore Resolved
this organization, Shaw present- that the Washington Chapter of
ed arrangements that brought the the Clemson Alumni AssociaWaring ensemble to the top of tion at its first meeting of the
fall season on Wednesday, Octhe voice world.
tober 6, does unanimously exThe program that will probably tend its deepest appreciation to
Dr. Poole for his decision, and
be followed tonight is:
does publicly express its highest regard for his past performPart I
Church Cantata, Number 131— ances and extends best wishes
Bach.
for his continued future success at Clemson."
Part II
Signed by
Music of XVI Century, Le
Edgar Morris, Chairman
Chant des Oiseaux- (French) JaFrank J. Jervey
nequin, O vovs Omnes (Spanish)
Oliver Harold Folk
de Victoria, The Silver Swan
(English) Gibbons. Lift Up Your
Heads (German) Leisring, Angus
Dei (English) Morley, Revecy
Venir du Printemp (French) Le
Jeune, Lasciatemi Morire (Italian) Monteverdi, and Ola; O Che
HEADQUARTERS, FAR EAST
Bon Eccho (Dutch) di Lasso.
AIR FORCES, TOKYO—Selected
Part III
as one of the 2,977 officers of the
Liebeslieder Waltzer, Opus 52, United States Air Force to reBrams.
ceive a promotion to the 'permaIntermission
nent rank of Major is Lieutenant
Colonel Cyril O. Shuler, 1934
Part IV
The "Square and Campass Club"
graduate of Clemson College,
In the Beginning, Copland.
composed of Master Masons
Clemson, South Carolina.
Colonel Shuler is Chief of the among the student body, has been
Part V
Six Chansons—Hindemith- -The Air Force Supply Section of formally accepted as an official
Doe, A Swan, Since All Is Pass- \ Headquarters Far East Air Forces campus organization.
Notification of the above was
ing, Springtime, In Winter and in Tokyo, Japan.
Colonel Shuler's wife, Mrs. read to the group at the last
Orchard.
Elizabeth Smith Shuler recently regular meeting on Monday
Part VI
arrived in Japan with their son, night, October 25.
American Folk Song Eketches, ■Jon, from her home in GreenStudent Masons who missed the
(Kubik); Tee Roo (Southern So- ville, South Carolina and they activities of their home lodges
cial Song); He's Gone Away, are now living in Grant Heights, began meeting early in the first
(Appalachian Love Song); John a modern housing project built semester of the 1947-'48 year, and
Henry (Railroad Working Song); for occupation personnel with drew up a constitution. The ofand Little Bird, Go Through My families. The Heights has a thea- ficers of the charter members
Window (Children's Game Song). tre and a very large, complete were: C. C. Thompson of Columbia, president; W. H. Starnes of
commissary.
Part VII
Salley, vice-president; G. M.
Colonel
Shuler
is
now
on
his
American Negro Spirituals: My
Moisson, Jr., of Greenville, secsecond
overseas
tour,
he
served
Lord, What a Morning, Soon One
retary; and R. A. Hall of CamMorning and If I Got My Ticket his first tour with the Twelfth den, treasurer.
Air
Force
in
Europe
in
April
1945,
Can I Ride?
The club: has been made selfand during this time has been
perpetuating, and has recently
with supply activities.
Part VIII
A 1930 graduate of the Aiken, reorganized for the' current year.
American Show Music: Where
An invitation is extended to all
or When (Rodgers), Wintergreen South Carolina high school, ColFor President from "For Thee I onel Shuler graduated from Clem- masons in other colleges who are
Sing" (Gershwin), I've Told Ev- son College, Clemson, South Caro interested in organizing a chapery Little Star, and The Song Is lina in 1934 where he received ter to correspond with the ClemYours from "Music in the Air" his Reserve Officers Training : son chapter in *regards to the
formalities and constitution.
(Kern).
i Corps Commission.

Pools Honored By
Wasfiiiiofon Alumni

huler Gals Rank 03
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Clemson Masons
Recently Formed
Student Club
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^Students Warned To
Keep Own ID Card
After due consideration the Senior Council announces the
following policy concerning the use of the Student Athletic Identification card.
Any cadet caught with a student identification eard on his
person or attempting to use any identification card for any purnose will be assessed 20 demerits and will be placed on room arrest for a period of 30 days.
Any veteran caught lending his student identification card or
using any card not issued to him will have his privilege of attending events to which the identification card admits him, taken
away from him for the remainder of his time at Clemson.
F. I. Gillespie, Pres.
R. A. Martin, Sec.

Fair Writes Letter;
Praises Spirit Here

Blue Key Chapters Meet
Judging Of Posters
Takes Place Friday
By BH} -Costello and A. McNeH Howard as told to
Howell Arthur

i

Bapners. displaying school spirit,
made by ROTC companies for
exhibition before and during the
Clemson-Furman football game
Saturday, will be judged on Friday afternoon by a committee
composed of the senior staff of

Agriculture Club
Takes In 22
New Members
The South Carolina student
branch of the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers recently inducted 22 new members into
the organization. The initiates
are R. Bell, T. M. Conner, L. Edwards, and B. M. Mayson, all
seniors; J. R. Cothran, C. O.
Epps, M. D. Fuchess, J. H. Gibson,
T. A. Hill, G. R. Park, J. M.
Pruitt, N. E. Shuler, J. M. Stamey,
C. M. Walden and C. H. Warner,
all juniors; W. D. Evans, N. L.
Harvey, A. L. Jones, B. S. Lay,
E. W. Quinn, J. D. Smith and L.
M. Stover, all sophomores.
The soeiety brought the initiation to a close Tuesday night, October 12, with the final initiation
of these new members. Refreshments were served after the ceremony.

The Tiger and faculty meiribers
yet to be named.
Selections w.ill be made on the
basis of originality, humor, workmanship, and pertinence. Obscenity will disqualify banners, regardless of merit otherwise. Each
company will be allowed to enter
two banners.
A picture of the winning banner
will be published in next week's
Tiger along with information
concerning its creator or creators. P. B. Holtzendorff, secretary of the YMCA, has agreed to
award free show tickets to the
winning company.
The contest is being sponsored
by The Tiger and by the YMCA
in an effort to further school
spirit through peaceable means.
According to A. McNeil Howard,
Tiger managing editor and originator of the contest, it is hoped
that other campus organizations
will take up the idea and offer
prizes for winning banners for
future games.
Rules for the contest are as
follows:
(1) Entries will be hung outside the contestant companies' respective barracks by 1:00 p. m.
Friday (1300). Each company may
enter two banners.
(2) Banners may be any size,
but only the contestant company
will suffer if its entry is not
large enough for the judges to

The Clemson and Furman Blue
Key chapters, in a joint meeting
on the Clemson campus, unanimously adopted the following
resolution for maintaining better
relations between the two schools
in view of the oncoming football
game, Saturday, November 6.
(1). That both student bodies
confine their spirited activities
to their own respective campuses
—both,'before and after the game.
(2). During the game it is requested that both student bodies
remain in their own cheering sections.
(3). Regardless of the outcome
of the game, it is urged that every
student conduct himself as a gentleman and do nothing that would
brind discredit upon his school
or himself.
David Banks, president of the
Clemson chapter of Blue Key,
will give a few words of welcome to the Furman students immediately before the game. Tom
Kay, president of the Furman
student body, will respond in its
behalf.
NOTICE
By prior agreement with
Furman University, it has been
stipulated that the admission
for high school students to the
Furman vs Clemson football
game will be $1.00. For all
previous games, the price of
admission has been $0.50. But,
for this game only, according to
athletic officials, the ticket for
high school students of the community will cost $1.00.

Two Routes Possible In Coming From Greenville
&*EENVILLE

CLEMSON

The Tiger recently received a
letter from Frank B. "Gator"
Farr expressing appreciation for
the entertainment that was accorded him during his recent visit
to Clemson. The Tiger feels that
the entire student body should
have a chance to read this letter.
The contents are as follows:
My dear Sir:
"I wish you would express
through the columns of The Tiger
my appreciation for the kindness
and courtesies shown me on my
recent visit to Clemson. My visit
was -perfect in every respect, and
I was amazed to see such an excellent school spirit. The victory
over Carolina was "sweeter than
sweet."
"Upon returning to Florida, I
was notified that my father was
dead—he died the day of the
game—and I had to return to

Georgia for a different kind of
funeral.
"I wish you would send me all
the pictures you can find covering
the chicken funeral. I shall be
glad to pay for any extra prints.
My students here wonder why I
go all the way to South Carolina
to bury a chicken. Pictures will
help me explain everything to
them.
"My mind and heart are now
centered on those "Tigers" at
Boston. I want to see Clemson
in a bowl game this year. If they
get to go, I'll be there.
"With kindest personal regards,
I am,
Sincerely yours,
Frank B. Farr
. "Gator"
(Editor's note—"Gator" has his
pictures on the way, and at no
charge.)

Regulations To
Effect All Here

New parking regulations as announced from the office of President Robert F. Poole last week will go into effect a week from tomorrow, November 10. These regulations were printed in the last
issue of The Tiger and have been distributed throughout the campus.
These new rules, which will* cover all students who have cars
on the campus, were formulated
by deans of the various schools
as appointed by Dr. Poole. Five
general rules with their subGeorge B. Nutt was speaker of
heads were drawn up by this
group and presented to the Senior the evening at the regular meeting of the student branch of the
Council for approval.
The council approved the new- American Society of Agricultural
ly written rules and submitted Engineers on October 26.
Nutt, head of the agricultural
them to the president's office for
their signing. They were im- engineering department at Clemson and agricultural engineering
mediately approved and signed.
All students have been urged leader of the South Carolina exto study these regulations care- periment Station, spoke of the
fully so as to avoid violation and future of the agricultural engipunishment for failing to comply neering profession.
In addition to this, he gave a
with these rules. The penalties
will effect both cadets and vete- brief summary of the history of
rans, and no one will be excluded the department, pointing out that
from 'punishment, according to 140 graduates had received degrees in agricultural engineering
authorities.
The penalties, ten demerits, since 1933.
applies to all violations including the failure of any student to
get his registration sticker on his "Big Thursday"
car within 72 hours or three days Now Selling
after the car is brought on the
At Reduced Price
campus.
Big Thursday, Harper Gault's
The administration of these
regulations urge all persons who story of the Clemson-Carolina
have stickers which are coming game from 18&6 forward, is now
off or are otherwise faulty on on sale at the cut price of $.50.
their cars, to get new 'stickers is- Copies may be obtained by writing
sued to them from the command- to Harper Gault, Rock Hill, S. C.
Big Thursday, as the author
ant's office.
In general, these are the rules says in his foreword, is not a
that will effect students "... Off detailed history of the classic,
Limit—A. General—Those spaces but a story of all the things which
adjacent to street curbs painted make that day a great event in
yellow are designated as "No the lives of all South Carolinians.
It touches many of the highParking" areas an dare off-limits
for parking to all persons at all lights of past encounters in colorful and often humorous style, and
times.
also gives such sidelights as the
"B. To Students—The following
nervous habits of Coaches Enright
areas are off-limits to students and Howard on the night before
the game, and the antics of cerfor parking:
(1) Between the hours of 7:30 tain spectators in various degrees
a. m. and 5:15 p. m., daily, those of intoxication.
parking areas reserved for visitors and college employees as described below. Barracks students
will not use their cars to attend
classes.
The Tiger Platoon is now mak(2) The Small Parade ground, ing tentative plans to drill at the
the area in front and in rear of Clemson-Auburn football game at
Mobile, Alabama, on November
Barracks number one and Bar- 27, and also at the Clemson-Wakeracks number two, and the quad- Forest game at Winston-Salem,
rangle formed by Barracks num- November 13.
The platoon will definitely drill
ber four, five, six and seven."
All violators will be taken care at the Citadel game there on December 4, and at the Homecomof by officials appointed by the ing game with Duquesne to be
College Office.
played here on November 20.

Nutt Speaks To
Ag Engineers

Sr. Platoon Plans
Game Appearance

ANDERSON
T?>V

urcKUo,

People from Greenville attending the Clemson-Furman game here Saturday are urged to take one
of the two routes shown on this map. Highway 123 through Easley and Liberty is the most traveled,
but 81 and 88 will also bring them here. It is all paved except for one section of about one mile.
There are no towns to go through and only about three intersections. The latter highway comes
out at Pendleton, three and one-half miles from Clemson.
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Blue Key Members From Furman And Clemson Meet

Clothin:
lolhing Drive Fos
Overseas Relief

Clothing for overseas relief will
be collected in a campus-andcommunity clothing drive, November 21-22. The collection is
being sponsored by the student
church groups on the campus in
an effort to alleviate the desperate conditions of many people in
Europe and in Asia.
Ail clothing will be shipped to
the Church World Service Center
in New Orleans, La., where it will
be processed -for shipment overseas. Church World Service, relief agency ' of the Protestant
denominations- in the United
States, will distribute the various
items to the people needing them
through existing church agencies.
All money given during the drive
will- go to defray freight expenses
to New Orleans. Any excess will
be sent to Church World Service.
Collections, will be made by the
student church groups, with the
date for the pre-fabs and community homes set for Sunday,
November 21. Barracks collecThe Better Relations Committee-of Clemson and Furman met on the campus Monday night to iron
tions will be on Monday, Novemout any difficulties that might arise here Saturday and also to improve the relations between the
ber 22. The climax of the drive
two schools.
Representatives from each school were present. Seated, are left to right, Tom
will take place at the Baptist
Kay, Furman: Tommy Thomason, Furman, and Djvid Banks, Clemson.
Standing, -left to right,
Giles Lewis, Clemson; Clyde Bizzell, Furman; JohvTO. Lewis, Clemson and "Rabbit" Browne, FurChurch during the student sunman.
>
rise Thanksgiving service on NoSHERWIN-WILLIAMS
vember 23, when all contributions
will be dedicated to the cause of
world peace. They will be shipWork is rapidly bringing the new power plant here at Clemson into shape. Most prominent works
y
ped to New Orleans after the
now under construction is the smoke stack that will be located in the right hand side of the buildThanksgiving Jiolidays.
ing. The new plant is expected to be in operation by nexj; year. The present jjlant will be kept
Brighter, gayer, longer,
By HOWELL ARTHUR
just in case of failure in the new plant.
Almost every variety of goods
life for furniture; walls;1
is needed. Especially needed are
woodwork,
1001 things!
. To the. layman, sesame is a good clothing and shoes, but even
Just one coat
I magic term' which opened the badly worn clothes, which are
of Enameloid $ 2.00
door to a cave for Ali Baba. Or, clean are acceptable, and can be
gives a tough,
n,*iarf
; if his knowledge of agriculture. used- Articles of bedding such
rich finish!
yuart
' horticulture in particular, is not as sheets, 'pillow cases, blankets,
■ too limited, he knows that it is a and quilts have • been . requested.
Lutheran students from colleges^
I plant which has been grown in Field jackets and overcoats are
He walked briskly into the you fifty, and that will make us
in South Carolina, North Caro-' banker's
the South and in other parts of greatly needed.
even."
office and sat down.
lina, Virginia, and Georgia atthe world for generations to pro"I want you to lend me a hunThe committee directing the tjrded the Southeastern Region
vide seed for birds and game, and Overseas Relief Drive is composed
dred bucks," he said. "Let me
No man is ever too busy to
JUDGE KELLER
| food for humans. He may not of the presidents of denomina- "Little Ashram" at Camp Long, have fifty of it now. Then you
listen to the called who comes
Clemson, S. C.
know, however, that it is cur- tional student church organiza- near Aiken, last Friday, Saturday, v/ill owe me fifty, and I will owe
ai praise.
rently being groomed as a new tions and the YMCA. These are and Sunday.
cash crop for the South to sup- Floyd Griffin, Presbyterian; Dick
Students who attended from
plement the cotton crop as a Mattison, Episcopal; Earl Mor- Clemson were W. L. Mathias, R.
source of vegetable oil. Sesame , ris, YMCA; Preston Shealy. Lu- . Taylor, W. R. Cousins, R. K.
West, C. O. Ulmer, H. J. Ttiiele,
3
te
S
l*,
iL5i' fSTu
theran; Charles Still, Baptist; and
oil, ^™!
and the meal
which ;!
is w!
left ! Bob
Wiggins, Methodist. Acting H. H. Herber, H. H. Biser, and
after the oil has been extracted is as advisor to the group is Jim P. S. Shealy.
a"--valuable livestock feed.
'x Spangenberg, Baptist minister of
Registration started at threeSesame-oil has extensive com- students-; - ■
thirty and ended at six Friday
mercial uses. It performs imafternoon with Miss Mary .Rau,
portant services in the confecNewberry College, as registrar.
tionery business, in the manuSumger was served frqmj six to
The NCPA wanted Martin
six-thirty/ At seven o'clock, Mr.
fecture of .insecticides, in soap""^^. among 'the southern
production, in paint manufacture, t,ubiicsrr contacting agricultural Richard Hollin'ger, South Caroas a cookings oil, in the making off: eXperts ^0 ha(j experimented lina Area Chairman, gave' the
J. A. Martin, left, associate horticulturist with the Clemson Agriojeomargine,-! »and in the drug with the plant in order to lay the welcoming address. The resjMEbse
eitKure--feirtensioff StTTtce,' stands in a *f ield"»f sesame at an extrade. Recently iiJiaS beenfoand . foundation • for future cooperation was given by Kenneth Carbaxigh,
perimental fieldj»ii> »V«nezufia during his recent trip to South
America. Be^de?hMi.itan*s Dr. D. 6r. Langham, head of the Deto b-3 an excellent Carrier oj-jpen- | and to bring back ariy useful in- Virginia Area Chairman. At eiglrt1!
partment of Gerteticl at Matacay, Venezuela.
icillin. Cottonseed oil ican be used formation which might be avail-' o'clock, the Columbia LSA gave -l
for all these, by* cotton,, produc- able.
ia getting acquainted program !
tion is expected to decline in
Martin's itinerary, begun on which consisted of games and con- j
-RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
acreage and production in the last September 14 and ended a tests. From ten to ten-thirty, j
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
near future; therefore, a new oil- month and a day later, took him the Duke University LSA direct- j
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
seed crop would be welcomed to^through Venezuela, Costa Rica, ed a 'campfire.
TWO NEW WAYS TO JOIN THE RANKS
-ADMIRAL RADIOS
augment cottonseed as a source Nicaragua, Honduras, El SalvaActivities were resumed SatOF AMERICA'S YOUNG LEADERS
of vegetable oil.
dor, and Guatemala. Only in Ven- urday morning at seven-thirty
MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE
Recently the cotton-seed oil in- ezuela did he learn anything of ,,with Matins, a short morning serSeneca, S. C.
dustry of this country had been importance, but in all he was able vice, which was followed by
DIRECT COMMISSION
deeply concerned over this ex- to foster a conjunctive spirit breakfast. Bible study was led
110 or better; not more than 32 years
pected shortage of the raw ma- which will make for future con- by students who atttended the
A
commission
as
second
lieutenant
in
the
old;
physically fit. Once commissioned;
terial which is its livelihood. J. A. certed effort.
National Ashram, f'rom ten-fif- I
Martin was ^particularly in- teen to ten-thirty, the students
Martin, associate horticulturist
Officers' Reserve Corps with a 2-year
you'll be assigned to a 3-month officers'
the Clemson Agricultural terested in the work which is be- held a quiet hour. After the quiet
Sludenls'at.Cjcausoa Look
initial tour of active duty is ready for
training school, and, on successful comExperiment Station and a former ng conducted by Dr._ D. G. Iiang- hour the group discussed educayou if you meet these requirements: one
pletion, you'll be free to compete for a
student at Clemson, at Texas A ham, who discovered the first tional lines and local activities.
year of honorable service in any of the
Regular Army Commission if you meet
and M, and at Purdue .University, known inclehiscent plant in his Dinner was served from twelve
SHARP WITH CLOTHES
been conducting research field in 1943.
\
Armed Forces between 7 December 1941
to twelve-thirty!
the competitive tour age requirements;
r
work in connection v. ith sesame ! Dr. Langham, who is head of
LAUNDERED AT
Luthern student action, led by
and 30 June 1947; have completed two
Go to your nearest U. S. Army and
since 1943. Reading that Dr. the Department of Genetics at Miss Jean Foltz, area meetings,
years at an accredited college or univerU. S. Air Force Recruiting Station for
Francis E. Johnstone, Jr., another Maracay, Venezuela, is ai native i.and plans for-area meetings were
sity; U. S. citizenship; AGCT score of
complete details at once.
Clemson graduate (Class of '32), of Iowa, and was educated at ! discussed from one-thirty until
has been appointed geneticist for Iowa State College, and at Cornell ' two-thirty. From two-thirty tc
the National Cottonseed Products University.' He and Martin are > six-thirty, recreation was under
Frank Dillard, Mgr.
OCS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
Association (NCPA), he wrote Dr. the world's foremost authorities ! the directions of Ken Carbaugh.
Johnstone, .telling the latter, of on sesame.
j An informal banquet was held
If you've graduated from high school or
quotas; of course." Upon graduation;
.ork. An answer was imme- i The two experts discussed ad- from six-thirty to eight-thirty.
can pass an equivalent examination, are
you'll be commissioned a Second Lieudiately forth-coming, advising Mr. vances which had'been made .in Speaker at the banquet was Miss
between 19 and 28 years old, are a U. S.
Martin that Dr. Johnstone was both countries. Martin will nqw Margareta Neovius, from Finland
tenant in the Reserve, and placed on
interesteS, and that he would be able to forego much of the who .pointed out the' difference
"citizen; and have necessary physical
two years of active duty. Top OCS
visit Clemson in the near future tedious and time-consuming ex- in the education systems between
qualifications, apply now for enlistment
graduates are commissioned in the Reguit discussion of the sesame perimentation which would have the United States and Finland.
for Army OCS. After your application
lar Army—all others may compete for a
breeding program.
' been necessary had not Dr. LangSoon after the visit had been ham cooperated with him. At the ' The Saturday night campfire
13 approved, you'll be enlisted as a
Regular Army Commission. Get all the
terminated, the Clemson horli- invitation of Langham, Martin was also under the direction of
Sergeant
and
given
basic
training
if
you
facts
about applying for OCS entrance
j culturist was informed that the will conduct his winter breed- the Duke University representahave
not
had
it
already,
then
sent
direct
tives.
at
your
nearest U. S. Army and U. S. Air
i NCPA would like to sponsor him j ing work in Venezuela hereafter,
Holy Communion was taken by
to Officer Candidate School, subject to
Force Recruiting Station without delay!
|.on a trip to Central American and , thereby speeding the process conSouth American countries for the ' siderably. The problem now is the students at seven-thirty.. SunWe have a -limited quantity cf surplus portable microscopes
|
purpose
of studying and observ- ; to perfect the Venezuelan, inde- day morning. Communion.,! was
for sale. These are all new, in original cartons,- and cost
i
ing
the
work
underway there.
hiscent-pod variety through followed by breakfast and a quiet
many times the- prfee for which they are now being offered.
Between nine-forty-five
Sesame had been grown for oil metho'ds of plant breeding: Plans hour.
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Big Chemist Head Visits Campus Recently

/ Plagues Population
By HASSELL SIMPSON
Along about this time of the
year, when the sap begins to fall
and cider starts to mellow and the
morning air is brushed with\
frost, the good citizens of Clemson
daily risk their lives going about
their work.
Now, these people are normally
law-abiding folks who pursue
~V their happiness in comparative
safety three seasons of the, year.
Winter, spring, and summer, they
tread the walks of Clemson with
peace in their hearts and fear of.
t nothing in their minds. But when
the air sharpens and Mother Earth
attires herself in a Joseph's coat
of autumn leaves, then the. natives
and pseudo-natives fare forth
fearfully, make out their wills,
and hope for the best.'
Why does the mere mention of
' autumn strike fear into (their
breasts? Are they menaced by
wild animals or troubled with
,*' deadly plagues? Ah, no. Such
is not the case. Acorns, my friend,
acorns, those small pellets of
squirrel food, those embryonic
oaks: they are the instruments of
destruction so dreaded by the
population of Clemson.
The unwary stroller is likely
to be showered with a hail of
I deadly missiles, especially on a
windy day, if he unwittingly steps
beneath one of the majestic oaks
which dot,, nay, litter, the campus.
And when he recoVers consciousness, and examines his bruises
and things, he is likely to wonder
i what hit him.
Besides gaining a bad reputation for Clemson, they give aid
and comfort to the enemy in the
form of food and fuel for the
squirrels.
Those jet-propelled
whisk-brooms actually rejoice at
* the coming of autumn, and the
whole nefarious tribe holds an
annual Harvest Festival and
Acorn-Rolling.

Clemson Newnan
Club Attends.
Social In G'viSle
Wednesday night the Newman
Club of Clemson College traveled
to Golliva Hall in St. Mary's
Parish, Greenville, for a social;
one of several to be attended by
the Newman club. About thirty
of the Clemson members attended the social.
The club has also been invited
to attend the initiation of twenty
■girls into the Newman .Club at
Wirfthrop College -on November
12-13. About twenty of the Clemson members are planning to go,
for the purpose of initiating the
new mergers into Winthrop's
club.
The, arrangements are being
made by Miss Mary.Rose Francis,
president of the Winthrop club.
About fifteen students were
initiated into the club here on
October 17. Keys have been obtained for all members who want
them.
One of the Newman Club's
present projects is selling programs at all Clemson's Home football games.
The new faculty advisor for
the Newmanites is Professor Nowak, a graduate of Carnegy Tech.
This is Mr. Nowak's first semester at Clemson, as a member of
the Engineering Department
faculty.

Two social functions will be
sponsored by North Carolina
clubs on the day of the WakeForest game.
The Piedmont, North Carolina
i Club will sponsor a luncheon
meeting from 11:30 a. m. till 1:00
m on No e) ei 13, at the
Cavalier Grill in the Reynold.':
' Building on the corner of Fourth
Street and Main, Winston Salem
N. C.
All North Carolina alumni and
families, are invited to attend
Those interested in attending the
luncheon should notify J. A
Tones, Jr., 2540 Buena Vista Road
/Vinston-Salem, N. C.
The Clemson-North Carolina
Ulub, a campus organization, will
ponsor a dance on the night c'
le Wake-Forest game,' November
3, at the Winston-Salem armory
Clemson men and their guests are
nvited.

Charlotte Alumni
The local chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma, chemist fraternity, recently had as its guest Clyde B. Hutchinson, sreneral manager ^bam"*** TJ,O"« ?*U> 'F'^cr Co. of Sondersville, Ga., national president of the
fraternity, seated at the left, withVDr. F. H. Pollar i, faculty advisor, Alpha Chi Sigma, W. D. Smith
of Greenville, and t*. J. Province, coresident ot wt local chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma.

Small Group Gets Artists

Coach Howard and his staff
received a vote of confidence
from the Charlotte Alumni Club
at a meeting in Charlotte held
last Monday night.
The club passed a resolution
that it was backing Howard and
his staff, win, lose, or draw.

Greenville County Leads In Number Of Students
WHERE THE CLEMSON STUDENTS COME FROI*
-

FIRSTS SEMESTER/ 1948-1949

SOUTH CAROLINA
NORTH CAR. t GEORGIA
OTHER SOU STATES
OTHER STATES -

Methodist Tells ,
Baptists Here
About Galvanism
At the regular church-night
meeting last night, ten Methodist
students spoke- at the Baptist
Church on he views of Methodism, on Baptism, and on the Lord's
suyper.
According to Bob Holley, director of the Wednesday evening
program at the Baptist Church,
the Methodist students presented
the first of a series of exchange
programs. Following the general
assembly in, which the Methodists
led a devotional period, the four
unions met for a discussion oi
Methodist church practice
The Baptists recently discussed
the Baptist position on these
matters. Next week, a delegation
of ,Baptists will visit the Methodist Church to give a corresponding program. Lewis Carson is in
charge of the series for the Methodists, while W. M. Patrick and
Bob Holley have made arrangements for the, Baptists.

CLASSIFIED
NOTICE: NOTICE: Anybody desiring two heavy duty farrr
mules at a cut rate price contac
Mr. P. M. Norton at Route I, Florence, S. C. These mules are top:
for doing any job around the farrr
that requires the services of :
sound, able, 7 year old Tennessc
team. These mules will worl
anywhere and are very gentle
They're yours for $750.00 at my
farm. P. M. Norton, Florence, S
C, RFD 1.

Sam Browne Belts for $4.50
SEE HOKE SLOAN

ENJOY YOUR MEALS AT THE

ELITE CAFE

All have seen the headlines
that read something like this:
'Concert' Committee Announces
Series For trie Coming Year."
Perhaps many don't realize just
how much work and thought goes
into the making of this sort of
'program. These things aren't
planned in a hap-hazard fashion,
but quite a bit of thought is put
ntq them.
The following faculty members
and students comprise the committee: G. E. Metz, chairman; H.
H. Hill, assistant business manager; H. H. McGarity, director of
music; D. J. Watson, superintenlent of building and grounds;
Miss Shanklin, secretary to the
president; and E. J. Freeman,
head of the industrial engineering department.
Also, there are three rotating
memberships filled by faculty
members. They are E. E. Waite,
C. L. Morgan, and one other man
who at this'date has not been
named.
The student 'members are
"Bumps" Freeman, .president of
Mu Beta Psi; Frank . Gillespie,
president of the senior council,
and Bob Bradley, editor of The
Tiger.
This committee has one main
purpose in mind, and that is to
?et good artists. Among these
Lhey try to get a symphony orchestra, an opera, a soloist, and
maybe a ballet.
Sometimes three or four meetings are necessary to set up a pro;rani. Between these meetings
"Vliss Shanklin handles all the correspondence, and it is her duty to
let the contracts signed, see that
the artists' requests are taken
;are of, and that any information
lecessary to. their comfort is forwarded to them. For instance,
he artists must have information
concerning sleeping and eating
'acilities.
Last year Patrice Munsel reuested that two pink spotlights
>e placed directly overhead. This
vear The Philadelphia Philharmonic requested a sketch of our
stage, and * after they received
he sketch it was found that the
stage would have to be enlarged
considerably
to
accommodate
their organization.
The concert series is beginning
its ninth year at Clemson, and *it
is definitely a very entertaining
and educational addition to our
extra-curricular activities.

Clemson Rifle Team Begins Preliminary
Training For This Year's Matches
Clemson's rifle team has begun
preliminary training of its candictates for the 1948-49 team. The
first meeting was held Tuesday,
October 26, in the basement of
the physics building, with Captain Anderson of Clemson's military staff presiding.
About seventy-five candidates
attended this meeting, along with
nine old members. These new
men will go through about two
weeks of "dry" firing, sighting
exercises, and other forms of preliminary training.
After this they vMll start firing
elimination matches, and about
thirty-fr#£' permanent members
will.. . be chosen from the best
averages.
The third week in November
the ..telegraphic matches will begin, with about eighty-five being
scheduled. Clemson's team will
fire with teams from all over, the
nation, as well as teams from
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto- Rico.
A few shoulder-to-shoulder
matches are planned, including
matches with the University of
Georgia, Wofford, Davidson, Pres-.
byterian College, and the Citadel.
Officers of the club are Frank
M. Gunby, of Winchester, Mass.,

BSU To Lead Nov.
6 Evening Service
Baptist students will have
charge of the evening service at
the Baptist Church this Sunday.
The Rev. Harold Cole will perform the ordinance1 of Baptism
for several candidates according
to the Baptist custom.
Prior to this, the students will
present a discussion of the ordinance as practiced and understood by Baptists. 'The BSU
quartet will sing "When 1 Survey
he Wondrous Cross."
Among those participating will
'oe Ralph Jackson, Clyde Allen,
"l.i Johnson, John Dent, Doc
Roberts, Bruce Barton, Jack Ferguson, and Ed Watt. W. M. Patrick arranged the service.
Those interested in the service
ire invited to attend.

SPECIALIZING IN HOME COOKED FOOD
STEAKS—CHICKEN DINNERS
Anderson, S. C.

BALLENGER-PRICE MOTORS
CHRYSLER

PLYMOUTH

Expert Repairing and Service
Genuine Mopar Engineered and

Chem Engineers
Club Will Take
Interested Men

&■#%
ia.4 %i
3.1 %J

Greenville County again leads all counties of the s ;ai e with total enrollment of students at Clemson
this year. Surrounding counties of Pickens, OCOTJPP. Anderson and Spartanburg come in for a large
majority of the students. The above map gives complete figures for all state counties, and also other
states.

Agrarian To Be Out Soon

♦ All copy and ads for the November issue of. The Agrarian
have been sent to the printer and
the magazine will probably be
distributed to students in about
two weeks. Following the precedThe final organizational meetent ,-aet in years past The Agrarian''
ing to form a composite Naval
Wil| contain both technical and
Reserve unit will le held Wedfeature articles.
nesday, November 10, at eight
•The Agrarian, which is pubo'clock p. m. The place designatlished entirely by students enrolled for this meeting is YMCA ed in agriculture, was organized
clubroom number one.
in 1938 and except for. a period of
According to Marshall C. Bell, inactivity during tile w; i years
acting commanding officer, this has published regular issues
unit is being formed prirharily to that time. The Agrarian is the oldmeet the requirements of the re- est departmental publication, on
cent act. of Congress concerning the campus.
retirement of the reserve comV
The staff at the present time is
ponents of the armed services.
as follows: Editor, Sam E. McMr. Bell also states that Com- Gregor; Co-Editor, Leonard D.
mander W. I.- Corbett, assistant Reynolds; Business Manager, John.
to the director of Naval Reserve F. Alexander; Circulation Manafor the Six~th Naval District, is ger, Wyman' W. Ballentine; Feaexpected to be present. Also ex<- ture Editor, W. Ray Alexander;
pected'is Lieutenant Commander and Advertising Manager, Cecil
E£. M. Kennickell, inspector-in- R. Hodge. Other members of the
structor for this area.
staff are C. B. Doyle, K. P. Howell,
He further states that men or W. P. Roberts, Harry Falls, D. D.
women members of any reserve Blocker, J. L. Crapse. W. H. Jenbranch of the armed forces oi the kins, S. P. Y01
d Hucks, C. R,
U. S., or anyone interested in joinEfawS
ing, or having questions about. | kins, J. H
'';'::..'.,H'
y&£kii*m
the Naval Reserve, are welcomed W. H. Craven, S. G. Gilliam, and.
to attend.
D. A. Barfield.

Naval Reserve Composite Unit Formed
To Meet Requirements For Retirement
Physics Club Takes
Eight New Members
The William E. Godfrey physics
club this week took in eight initiates. A full week of informal
initiation ended last night with
the formal ceremonies.
The new men are J. P. Dobbins,
W. C. Emory, R. K. Frick, Eli F.
Sapp, J. T. Stevens, J. R. Tebow,
J. S. Wilkerson, and James R.
Rochester.
The new men were required to
wear three "bundles of energy"
and carry the traditional lunch
boxes during the week of informal
initiation.

The Clemson Society of Chemical Engineers has announced that
men . interested . in becoming
members of this organization
should make application to Earl
Bisher, secretary.
Sophomores, juniors, and seniors are eligible for membership
in the society. Men desiring to
beccmc, members must make writ- Senior Platoon Is
ten application to the secretary^- Complimented In
by the end of this week. These
applications may be turried in to Football Program
Prof. C. E. Littlejohn's office in
The Clemson " Senior Platoon
the Shop Building or to room
2-309. Further information may was' included "in. the program for
be secured from any member of the Yankee-Chicago Rocket footthe CSCHE.
ball game in Yankee Stadium on
October 31, which carried a full
captain; Albert H. Peters, of Sum- pa"ge devoted to units that have
merville, co-captain; Bobby W- ;given half-time shows in Yankee
Mitchum,' of Smoaks, secretary..
Captain Anderson is the coach; Stadium this year.
The platoon was billed as the
Captain Coakley is assistant coach;
and. Sergeant Cox is their assi'st- "finest drill outfit in the U. S."
ant
.
The article stated that after the
The rifle team had a, fairly sue- platoon's appearance last winter,
cessful season last year. They the people of New York and
hope to do much better this year, vicinity talked about it all winter
according to Gunby.
long.

Clemson Baptists Will Play Host To
Furman Girls After Saturday's Game
Clemsoh Baptist students will
welcome a group of Furman students to the "campus on Saturday
with a buffet supper and party
at., the Baptist Church. About
thirty students at Furman Womert's College have been invited
to the post-game activities. Walter M. Patrick has been signing
up Clemson students for the afrair. The cost is sixty cents per
man.
Buffet supper will commence
at the church at five-thirty, after
the game on Saturday. The party,
under the direction of Pat Hance,
will begin at eight thirty. The
Wurman students will leave for
Greenville about ten o'clock.

SOUTH CAROLINA
OTHER SOU. STATES
OTHER .SECTIONS

TOTAL" ENROLLMENT

By BILL BERRY

NOTICE SENIORS

North Main Street

li C. Clubs Plan
ed islivlltes On Day
Wake Forest Tilt

Page 3

According to information received in The Tiger offices, a part
of the. evening's entertainment
will be furnished by Dr. Albert
Meiburg (local magician). Mrs.
W. E. Tarrant is cooperating with
the BSU in preparing the suoper.
Assisting her will be several members of the student social committee of the church. Any student
interested in attending the party
should contact Patrick.
'.| is party is a part of a longstanding effort to improve the
relations between Baptists of the
two schools. It is hoped that it
will help feelings between all
students of the rivals.

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
120 North Main Street

Gordon Sport Coots
Botany Gabardine Slax

Anderson, S. C

$29.50
;___ $17.50

Beautiful Selection
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
MICHAELES-STERN VALUE-FIRSTv CLOTHES

MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHES
Pick your fabric and name your style and we'll
Attend to the FIT.

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.
4

Anderson, S. C.

Try One of Our Western Steaks
Armour's — Star and Swift's Premium

— Clertison Men Welcome —

Inspected Parts

STONE BROTHERS^

SENECA, S.C.

PHONE 430

Civilian and Military Clothes

SENECA CAFE
DR. J.CLEON HUNTER

»

OPTOMETRIST

Complete Outfitters to Men, Young

Eye Examinations

" Men and Students

AT HRaT zOUHD OF TROUBLE
Visual Analysis

226 W. Washington Street
Greenville, S. C.

108 N. MAIN STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Frigidaires

Radios
SENECA, S. C.

Hours 9:00—5:30
CLEMSON CLASS 1940

Phone 3-1949

drive in here. We're experts at finding trouble spots j
and fixing them quickly, expertly at low cost. Give
your car the best care—always let us do the repair.

Lee Palmer £? Sons
SENECA
SOUTH CAROLINA '
Complete Auto Service ■— 24 Hour Wrecker Service
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Talk of the Town
By CHARLIE STILL
Ichabod!
"The glory has departed". If a Clemson
man of pre-war years were back on the
campus as a student again, he'd probably
wonder what has happened to the once magnificent spectacle that was a Clemson- Furman football game. Although much of the
old undesirable bitter rivalry has disappeared, the recent meetings of the Tigers and
Purples have been stripped of their pre-war
Thanksgiving glory.
The big drum that
used to resound with death blows to Furman has been monopolized for the destruction of a Carolina Gamecock, because in the
spectator football experiences of a "Country
Gentleman" Big Thursday reigns supreme.
For better or for worse, Fur man's Purple
Hurricane is now regarded as just one more
stepping-stone on the road to Tiger fame.
Nevertheless, repeated warnings nave come
from the experts to the effect that plenty of
resistance is to be expected from our archrivals of old. And why not? They have
nothing to lose and everything to gain in
risking their record against the Tigers, who
have already won national recognition. So
in spite of the fact of this game's decline
in importance on the Clemson schedule,
let's not sell our team short by expecting an,
easy victory. We owe it to them and to
ourselves to keep that old Clemson Spirit
solidly behind the Orange and Purple next
Saturday.

HE ROAKS FOR CLEMSON A & M
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Southern Hospitality Up North
About the only difference that could be told in the Boston area and around here is the brogue. Numerous Clemson supporters followed the Tigers to Boston last week-end,
and found" the^hospitality wonderful.
The people in the Northern city apparently have fallen
in love with the small town boys playing big time football.
The Boston College students allowed few of the students to
pay full amount for tickets. They figured that anyone who
traveled from Clemson to Boston was entitltd to a little free
entertainment.
The Boston College band paid tribute to the Tigers during half time by forming a giant "C", and moved around
briskly as. they played "Dixie". A rear went up from the
Clemson cheering section, and a Confederate flag waved
lazily'in the breeze from the Charles River. Afterwards,
the band faced the stands and played the Clemson Alma Mater.

Another Furmon Game
Saturday afternoon will find the two arch rivals, Clemson and Furman, clashing together for the thirty-fifth time.
A greater part of Greenville will move into the foothills of
the Blue Ridge at that time.
The two Blue Key chapters of Furman and Clemson met
this past week to iron out any difficulties which might arise
this week-end. The student bodies of the two institutions
have>5*Kind little to disagree on in their many years of rivalry. A few uprisings have occurred from year to year, but
no serious threats have ever taken place between the students
of Furman. and Clemson.
It is hoped that the students at Clemson will entertain
the visiting Hurricane supporters, and again, we hope that
childish pl-.y - .ill be thrown aside and that 22 men will be
able to set':'2 the issue now brewing between the two schools.
Not only will both schools be proud of a clean record, but to
'the many non-attetfdants of the schools that will be here, it
will have a definite bearing on their opinion of the two
schools. Make both records good ones.

Wake Up And Use Your Head
Repeatedly we have asked the students to cooperate
with the Athletic Association and administration during football games here at Clemson. It seems that some of the students still won't stop the act of passing their identification
cards through the gate so that non-students can also enter
the gates.
All people at Clemson concerned have tried to bring
down the gripes of the students about the seating arrangement. Clemson probably has the largest seating capacity
ration for its students of any school around. However, that
is no reason for students to abuse this privilege.
Several sIndents have been let eff up to this time, but
drastic action has been promised by the Senior Council for
offenders from here on out. This is the last year that students will be worried with ID cards. Next year coupon
books will lie used, and these can be used only once. Still,
there will be some who will lend their books when not going
to a game, but they will at least stop this triplicate or more
use of the ID card.

You Take The Low Road
Traffic hi and out of Clemson this week-end will be
heavy, especially on Saturday during the football game.
Route 121) from Greenville through Easley, Liberty, and
Central will probably be the heaviest traveled. This road
is probably in the best condition, but will be more congested.
Coming out of Greenville is another road that leads to
Clemson tliat few have traveled. It is something like two
miles farther than the "front road", but coming over Saturday or going back to Greenville, nearly all of the traffic on
this road will be one-way. Many times this road can be
traveled and not meet over a half dozen cars going in the opposite direction.
'i he road mentioned heretofore comes out at Pendlecur miles from Clemson. The directions of how to
use the! road is hard to describe in words, but a map has
! en drawn up and is elsewhere in the paper.
We would advise that if possible, to take this road. On'<■ one bad place will be encountered, and that is a detour of
about a mile. Other than that, traveling will be fine. With
: v.ne of the flow of traffic taking the "back road", the relief
will he noticed not only by Hie motorist, but will probably
make possible speedier parking and getting out after the
uame.

By HARRIS
The Sands
Miami Beach, Fla.
Dear Harris,
Your suggestion that we frame our column for
next week about the tendency toward alcoholism
among .college professors has met with my approval. Knowing that the only way to study the abnorrrr ■ '. ,. o lige ltly ,s to have a working knowledge of the normal, I am now observing the latter
in Jack Dempsey's Bar here. ^ I might sa» that I
have met some rather interesting specimens so far.
One in particular, a rather' voluptuous blonde,
drinks nothing bur^dpuble zombies. Please contact
Royall. E. Norton, Business Manager of The Tiger,
and have him wire $3.i75 immediately. It is just
about my turn to buy a round.
Benuti
Sincerely,
P. S. Please arrange some way to pick up my
laundry frorri Cohen's Chinese Hand Laundry,
Scollay Square, Boston, Mass. I left rather hurriedly after the football game,- in the company of a
YMCA youth caravan.
1430
Clemson, S. C.
BOX

Dear Benuti,
Some difficulty has arisen concerning the wherewithal for your purchase of a round. Mr. Norton,
conscientious cuss that he is, has ccme up with
some technicality about your sincerity in the work
at hand. For some reason he believes that you are
trying to take the bank balance for a ride. Teh, tch. However, I am behind you all the v/ay, and, seeing as how you weren't here, I turned in your room
key, received the dollar from a muscular fellow
named Davis or Scarlatti, and am remitting it
forthwith. See if she won't settle for beer this
time.
Hopefully yours,
Harris
The Orange Bowl
Miami, Fla.
Dear Harris,
Since last writing you, I have been forced to
change my place of residence. The room clerk
wouldn't take my rubber check (I had just cut it
out of an old innertube). so I had to abandon my
bags, blonde and all, and flee.
My address is now Row EE, Seat 16, at the
Orange Bowl, and I expect to be okay until January 1. Just send anything you may have for me
in ccire of General Delivery. (Make that Air Mail
Special if it's money, likker, cr any other material
which could aid me in my research.)
I have managed to establish contact with the local chapter of Alcoholics Unanimous, and the secretary, a . rather voluptuous redhead, makes the
ground work of my research very interesting.
Please raise the onte on my request to Norton, as
my credit rating is wearing mighty thin hereabouts.
This redhead runs up a terrific cleaning bill. You
might help by finding out some cheap v/ay to remove grass stains from a woman's skirt.
Sincerely,
Benuti
Box 1430
Clemson, S. C.
Dear Benuti,
Norton, that snake, and the rest of the staff are
now convinced that you have not given the true
reason for your "research". Frankly. I see nothing in your epistles which could indicate that you
are not on the up-and-up. However, the senior
staff has voted to recommend that reimbursement
for your expenses' be withheld until you produce
tangible results. (For Pate's sake, don't you and
the redhead get me wrong!)
Wishing you a profitable investigation, I remain
Yours,
Harris
Puntangi Cav
The Florida Keys
Dear Harris,
After a hard day spent working in a rice paddy
trying to turn some extra coin (I succeeded in turning only my ankle), I am discouraged. It was
rather disheartening to come home and find the

Repeat Performance
Extending better relations, ideals and
practices to more inclusive levels, the
Clemson Chapter of Blue Key has met jointly with the Furman University Chapter in
AND BENUTI
adopting certain resolutions with regard to
two letters you had sent. For the staff of the pa-' the game. These suggestions were mimeoper I love to cut me off without a cent is what I
would call conviction without representation.
No doubt you have noticed the change of address.
I left Miami with the unanimous approval of the
Barkeepers' Union and a five-car-and-six-motorcycle police, escort. A kind family .found me prostrate on the beach and brought me to their humble hovel. They didn't find out.until,'fthe next day
that I wasn't'their longlost son Euphernic, passed
out again.
I might say that life is made bearable by a plentiful Tequils supply and by the regular appearance
of a rather voluptuous brunette, daughter of this
generous family, who is letting me teach her. to
speak English. She is a strong believer in the
theory that actions speak louder than words, and
I'm not one to disagree.
Now, get" this! Either go to the State Department and get me a, visa, or get me enough money
congratulations to. Gil. He
for a black-market passage home.
finally hooked Jean.
Pleadingly,
-OSCAR SAYS
Benuti
that he (oscar) hears the senior
platoon went wild in New York.
Box 1430
They 'put on a good drill and
Clemson, S. C.
visited every club on Broadway.
Dear Benuti,
OSCAR SAYS
that he (oscar) wished he could
A visa is out of the question. You didn't pay
your school tax last year. Since you didn't name have been along, cause he (oscar)
the cost of the under-the-table transportation, I knows it would have been enjoyam sending your collection of bus tokens, reason- able.
able facsimiles of good old U. S. coins, in the hope
-OSCAR SAYSthat you will be able to snow some Gook water-taxi
that Hazel from Breneau has
and thereby reenter the land of your birth.
"Scoop" Reynolds sacked up—
You are now on foreign soil, by the way, as South lock, stock and barrel. Nice goCarolina seceded from the Union after a victory
ing, gal, you're the first to conin yesterday's election.
By now, my better self tends to make me follow quer Romeo.
OSCAR SAYS
the rest of the staff in questioning the ultimate
that Martha sees wedding cakes
aims of your mission. However, friendship wins
out, and I remain your devoted colleague and en- and hears wedding bells everyvious admirer,
Harris
time "he" goes by.
OSCAR SAYS

graphed ^and distributed to the student
bodies of both campuses; if they are followed, a repeat performance of the "keen
yet clean" friendly rivalry shown at the
State Fair game may be expected in Memorial Stadium. The splendid progress made
previously in working with Carolina for
good relations has encouraged . the student
leaders from both Clemson and Furman in
hoping that every member of the two student bodies will conduct himself in a manner
reflecting credit upon his Alma Mater. Can
they count on your support, "Country Gentlemen" ?
To Credit Or to Discredit
Though commonly used by Carolina students as a term of ridicule, the name "sharecropper" has become even more deragatory
in view of the action taken on the campus
after the Boston College game last Friday
night. Among other quite childish and
thoughtless conduct, quite a number of cars
were stopped by building a big bonfire on
the highway. The "celebrating" crowd
then proceeded to "bounce" each automobile until the occupants were suffering from
combinations of outraged indignation and
extreme insult. We have previously brought
discredit on our college by such conduct,
but not in such a measure as that exhibited
last week. The promise of drastic action
has come from the President's Office and
the State Highway Department if such incidents continue. As college men, we are
the leaders of tomorrow. Is this the kind
of leadership we want for our state—a kind
which has no consideration or respect for
the rights of others? Think it over, Clemson Man, and celebrate your victory, in
honor, not dishonor of your Alma Mater.

-OSCAR SAYS-

OSCAR SAYS

WHO RAN THAT DEFUNCT FISHING
SLOOP—A RATHER VOLUPTUOUS
FEMALE WITH HAIR OF A CREMEDE MENTHE COLOR—HAS JUST MADE
A MILLION ON HER BOOK QUOTE
HpW TO SELL YOURSELF UNQUOTE
STOP SHE SHOULD KNOW STOP
YOU MAY GET ME A DISCHARGE FROM
M'ETZ STOP I CANNOT MAKE THE
FEMALE STOP
BENUTI

OSCAR

SAYS

CABLEGRAM
ASD;$5 PD-WUX
CLEMSON, S. C.
JOE BENUTI
PUNTANGI CAY, FLORIDA KEYS
PLEASE GET ME A RESERVATION
FOR ROOM WITH RATHER VOLUPTUOUS FEMALE WHO HAS HAIRANY COLOR STOP SINCE WE DIDN'T
HAVE ANY MATERIAL FOR LAST
COLUMN I RAN OUR ENTIRE COR- "
RESPONDENCE STOP DON'T KNOW
HOW THE AUTHORITIES ABE GOING
TO TAKE THIS STOP WHY DIDN'T I
STOP
HARRIS

OSCAR SAYS

—

OSCAR SAYS

that he (oscar) heard about the
tipsy Clemson student who \ried
to sit on the Carolina side because he was mad at Gage for
fumbling.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Jeffcoat will learn to stell
catgut from liongut.
OSCAR SAYS

that he (oscar) hopes his
gets elected a Taps beauty.
girl's picture was number 12
her boy friend hasn't found
about it yet.

girl
His
but
out

OSCAR SAYS

that from all reports things
went well in Boston for those
aeroteers—Bradley, Chalker, Clanton and Gettys.

-OSCAR SAYS-

that Bobby Weldon is the logithat it's not our fault that news
cal chairman of the bull-shootin' filters down to these levels so
pack. Is that grade saleable to slowly these days.
the general 'public?
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSthat everybody should have
that if he (oscar) could buy known "Ego" Wiggins with his
Darby for what he is worth and pig since his beautiful countensell him for what he thinks he's ance likeness was spread around.
worth, he (oscar) would retire, Gasper-Ware business must be
booming, eh "Ego?"
in luxury.
—OSCAR SAYS

that he (oscar) hates to be pushed and squeezed in the student
]|2< I );'i jby people who aren't
students. Looks like the boys
would learn eventually.

OSCAR SAYS

that Jack Zeigler is going hard
that "Dog" Facchin "They ain't
Brought Me No Brew" name with' the Converse crowd. A 'tip
should be changed to "Radar" or off Jack, prepare for a fall, if you
don't watch out.
"Joe" (Lewis,. the Fighter).

that he (oscar) hears Techlenditto- -same deal on Kirven
burg had a rough time. His gal would retire the national war
came up from'Washington to see' debt.
CFZ78 NL PD-WUX
him
and was out of town with
PUNTANGI CAY, FLORIDA KEYS
-OSCAR SAYSsomebody else when he came
that he (oscar) wonders what
ED HARRIS
back through Washington.
the phone number is of the adorBOX 1430, CLEMSON, S. C.
OSCAR SAYS
able chick with Carol and "Alley
that
"Head"
Hunter
hasn't
FORGET ALL PREVIOUS INSTRUCTIONS
rated in a long time. Just to let Oop" Cox at the Erskine-Florida
State game.
STOP THE DAUGFIXER OF THE MAN
him know he (oscar) sees him.

CABLEGRAM

-OSCAR SAYS-

that poor John O. Lewis put
that Frank Ix found a hiding
place in Boston. Must be nice to 3,000 miles on his father's auto
meet all these hot rocks on a this summer, and still no girl.
Brush up on your line boy.
plane.

-OSCAR SAYS

that B. C. Owens, Junior and J.
H. McConnell, Jr., are having
trouble ventilating their room. Is
the real trouble holes in their
heads?
-OSCAR SAYS-

that things get fouled up in
trying to explain to his (oscar)
football date what "Elevator
Shaft"' means. Please, "Radio,"
OSCAR SAYS
could we use Snafu, Tarfu or
that John "Model A" Dent got Fubar?
reamed by the State Highway re-OSCAR SAYS
cently. How much did it cost
that Clyde Allen seems dejectyou, safe driver?
ed lately. Is your trouble too
OSCAR SAYS
many irons in the fire, or is the
that he (oscar) things Johnny one too hot to handle?
Howell goes to any end to pass
-OSCAR SAYSphysics, dating the profs daughthat he (oscar) is glad to hear
ter and Converse, Saturday night that Rickenbacker has finally
and Sunday afternoon.
gotten over Jane's marrying com-OSCAR SAYSpetition.
that the aeroteers report that
OSCAR SAYS
they do not regret any money
that some Converse girls keep
spent on the Boston trip. Must a few Clemson Cadets, and vets,
have been something else up there wondering.
besides a football game.
—OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that he (oscar) wonders if it
that Barbara Wilcox is telling will work on Cub "Dorothy Dix"
everybody that she and Bill Waite.
Snipes are married. Better watch
that he (oscar) enjoys the mess
your step at Winthrop, "Gun."
-OSCAR SAYSOSCAR SAYS
hall music, but that he (oscar) is
congratulations to the fine group starving. His table mates can't
that made "Who's Who."
hear what he is asking for.
-OSCAR SAYS-

-OSCAR SAYS-

that "Red" Patrick now has one
that he (oscar) wonders if
decision
to make—its either Coker
Bobby
Friar's
Winthrop
Lovely
that he (Chalker) really made
a "find" in Beantown. If you knows about his little trips to or Carolina.
—
—OSCAR SAYS
don't believe it, just ask him Converse. Much closer, isn't it,
that that's what a jeep will do
Bobby?
(Chalker).
for you. Ask either Pat or Vic.
OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

that one of this week's orchids
that a second orchid goes to the
that he (oscar), being a taxpayer, objects to Klettner draw- goes to Blue Key for their better 19-18 TAPS staff for putting out
ing his pay and not even wearing relations work with Carolina. their A,U-American book, (oscar)
Another job well done.
liked it, too.
his uniform.

Clemson Fancy-Drill Band Making Year5
Public Appearance Here Saturday

Little Theater Has First Plays
By

Clemson's fancy drill band, entering the second year of its existence, will give its first public
atraearance of the current season
between the halves of the Clem,m
-'.-Furmcm football game in
Clemson Memorial Stadium, Saturday afternoon, Novvember &.
The sixty-one members of the
crack unit were chosen from the
ninety-odd cadets which make up
Band Company, choices being
made on the basis of a competitive drill which was held some
weeks ago, musical ability, and
interest shown."
The marching musicians will
wear full dress uniform with
white duck pants substituted for
the usual greys.
"Bumps" Freeman, bandmaster,
is in charge of the musical phases
of the performance, while John E.
Bell, Band Company commander,
is supervising the drills. Wightman Barton is the drum major.
Interest was first developed in
this type marching band last
year by Dean Ross, then a senior
veteran student who was working

J. W. BRABFIELD, JR.
Please mail any contributions of original poems to P. O. Box 502.
All suitable will be printed on this page.
ALONG THE GARDEN WALL
Along the garden wall,
The scarlet roses flame;
But pale their fire and tame
The brilliant blaze of Fall
Beside the Love that grew
Along the garden wall.
Beyond encircling wall •
The rose's petal blew,
And Autumn's fading hue
Now wears an icy. shawl;
Alas; my Love has fled
Beyond the garden wall.
Unto the waiting wall
When comes the joy of Spring
Upon the winds that sing
The prelude to the Fall,
Will she return again
Unto the garden wall?
Or wi]l the leaves and I
Be left alone to sigh?
And, sighing, wither dry;
And, with'ring, swiftly die?
FOR ME ALONE
The roof and walls are crumbling, falling down;
The bitter vetch and ivy mask the way,
And cast a ragged shawl upon the ground
Where Ruin, the King, and Past, the Prince, holds sway.
There seems no reason for the patch of rose
And blue that smiles among the morbid air
Of desolation, nor the. plot that chose
To flourish in surroundings sere and bare.
The few that pass through this deserted vale
Cannot discern the figure standing there
With tears still flowing, startled features pale,
The blood a ghastly ribbon in her hair.
For me alone the secret of the dell;
For me alone that fragrant, verdant Hell!

(2&afda&a& Study
By WAYNE BALENTINE
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
We complete our series of thoughts about Freedom with the
topic "Freedom of Speech". We have considered Freedom given byGod and Freedom fought for by man. We again thank God for giving
us "Freedom from Want", Freedom from Fear" and "Freedom ol
Worship". Today we thank Him for giving us voice and verbal communication, and we are grateful that the builders of this nation provided for this great "Freedom" in the laws of our country.
i
I think it is our privilege, but yet, our duty, tc
: >se our speech in the worship and praise of God, "The
iiGtiver of All Good Things".
I
As we read these words from Psalms 19:14, "Let
l he words of my mouth and the meditations of my
f ieart be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, my Strength,
:; md m^ Redeemer", we utter a prayer of consecration. We dedicate our voice, our words and our
I h oughts to God that we might say and think only
| hose things that are "Good, and Honest, and Pure,
land of Good Report". Our mouths are free to sr«^
'.he words we would speak; God gave us words. Our
country's constitution gave us ireedom to say ut
__Jthings that we want to say. It is left up to us to use
our voice xor good things, and praise. I think it is terrible the waypeople lie, swear and utter vulgarisms when there are so many good
things to be said. I believe.-he is a poor .spokesman who has to relyon profanity and vulgarity before he can express 'himself. ' A young
man told me -a few weeks ago that he considered it necessary and
fitting to use profane words to strengthen the meaning of a statement. In my opinion, he not only tears down the meaning of his
statement by using such uncouth language, but he tears down him--'
self in the eyes of others. It is disgraceful the way we, as Americans,
with our varied educational programs and facilities, have allowed our
speech to be crammed with unchristian, un-Godtike words. I hope
we have not and will not accustom ourselves to harsh and sinful
words so much that we become hardheaded toward decent language.
It would be bad to arrive at a point where we could not understand
what might be said in a civilized conversation. Can't we, in a Godfavored land, use our voice and our thoughts for Him? Be a man by
standing for the things you know to be right.

*
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I said some words tqday, to a passerby on his way,
They were not pretty, or Jong or great, They were not vulgar or
wrong or of hate.
The words I used were simple and loving and kind, Words of
encouragement that others might find.
.
W. W. B.

Cl 5imson Students A ways Welcome

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson,

s. c.

^1711^^

with the Cbmmandant's staff by
virture of his captaincy in the
Officers' Reserve Corps. An exbandmaster, Ross askad to be attached to Band Company as a
tactical officer. In the early fall
ae originated ai:d developed the
unique style of drill which the
band has adopted.
The drill which will be used
Saturday, is essentially the same
is that prcmated by Ross, but
vita a few additions and modifications.
BAND GOING TO N. Y.
The Clemson band has been invited to the national Lions Club
convention in New York the third
week in July as a part of the
South Carolina delegation. All
expenses will be paid.
Several members of the band
will be unable to attend the convention; therefore students with
musical ability who are not now
with the band may fill the vacancies. Those interested' may secure information about the trip
from John Bell, 6-201, or E. A.
Freeman, 6-203.

WANTED: .... Freehand Drawings. Sketches that
have been made in classroom and carry a mark of A-l
or B plus. Good work in perspective and shading
required. Will pay $2.00 to $3.00 for each.

Exchange Service of Industrial Products
217 Palm Avenue, Santa Barbara, California.
Clarence Middleton

p_
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

KEY'S RESTAURANT
Formerly Polkenhorn's Restaurant
Listen to WAIM at 7:45
WE SPECIALIZE IN HOME COOKED FOODS
TRY OUR DELICIOUS WAFFLES AND HOT CAKES
SPECIALIZING IN STEAK AND CHICKEN DINNERS
"When Better Focd is Served, We Will Serve It"
Operators: Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Keys
110 N. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.
Phone 9184

The Clemson Little Theater gave its first two performances last
Thursday night with two one-act plays. Action taken by the Tiger
photographer shows Leo Kirven and Gaynelle Williams going
through their lines.
»

Land Grant Colleges And Universities
Plan November Heeling At Washington
By HASSELL SIMPSON
»
Washington, D. C, will be the
scene of the sixty-second annual
convention of the Association of
PLATTER
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities when it meets November
CHATTER
10-11.
Representing Clemson College
will be Dr. R. F. Poole, who is a
member of the executive commitBy Dave Spiner
tee of the association; H. P. Cooper, dean of the School of AgriJan Savitt, 39-year-old Rusculture; D. W. Watkins, director sian-born orchestra leader and
of the Extension Service; F. M. composer (720 in the Books), died
Kinard, dean of the School of of a cerebral hemorrhage near
Arts and Sciences; S. B. Ea'rle, Sacramento. He was one of the
iean of the School of Engineer- leaders in the trend toward
ing; R. A. McGinty, vice-director strings in swing.
of the Agricultural Experiment
Woody Hermann cancelled his
Station; and Tom Morgan of the
engagement at,, the Chicago SherExtension Service.
According to Dr. Poole, the as- man .hotel because of "differences
sociation attempts ,to co-ordinate in mwsical, .policy-."
The ^iM'glish importee, Denny
and maintain, high functions for
land-«grant - college work in all Bennis^'^bp, voc's for T. D. at -a
fields covered by them, especially reported Slo.OOO per year, had his
in agriculture; it acts in conjunc- visari extended by. the immigration with the United States De- tion . authorities until March '49.
partment of Agriculture.
Dejmy impressed :New Yorkers
The Association came into be- favorably at the reopening of
ing with "me Morrill Land-Grant Skitch Henderson's Cafe Rouge.
Act, passed in 1862.
The FBI pulled a fast one by
confiscating 5,000" "'party records''
from the Albers record shop in
San Fran. Three men were arrested. The rise in sales might be
attributed to a slump in regular
sales. Some companies are offering jazz discs at three for $1.00.
The Horticulture Club held its
regular bi-monthly meeting! Frankie Laine broke Billy De
Wolf's record at San Francisco's
Tuesday at 7 p. m. Mr. J. M. |
Eleazer, extension information 1 swanky Fairmont hotel. Most of
specialist, gave a talk on his trip ! his numbers are standards like
through the west to study irriga- Shine and I'm in the Mood for
tion. An outdoor supper was Love. Following this engagement
planned for the next meeting on j he will vacation in Mexico and
then play four concerts in Canada.
November 10.
Stan Kenton, Vaughn Monroe,
and Louis Jordan have recently
drawn large crowds in Montreal,
SORRELLS
with Monroe as the favorite.
REFRIGERATION AND
Jack Carson's casual guitar
ELECTRIC CO.
playing in Two Guys from Texas
Electric Supplies — Radio Sales was skillfully dubbed in by Tony
and Service
Romano, Bob Hope's "ccompanist
Frieidaire Appliances
during the war.
Clemson '
Seneca
The reason that, many new
tunes which appear in pictures
HOT DOGS — HAMBURGERS in the making now will be available before the picture's release
Open Until 1:00 A. M.
is that the smarter tunesmiths had
them waxed at their own expense
just before the Petrillo ban. As
TIGER'S DEN
a break is expected momentarily,
Opposite Post Office
some may be caught with a batch
of useless masters.

Horticulture Club
Hears J. M. Eleazer

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike
. than the next 2 leading brands combined!
r * '

™"

—

<

An impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals the smoking preference
of the men who really know tobacco—auctionee'rs, buyers and warehousemen. More of

S

these independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two
P leading brands combined.

AZL

DILLARD-GETTYS SPORTSNG GOODS
■

BODIF DRD'S CLEANERS
•

Anderson's Only Exclusive Spouting
goods sfror©

Clemson, S. C.
Just- Above Sfaf-e Theater

Y THEATRE PROGRAM
Patronize the student pictures on the campus. These pictures are run especially for the benefit of students, faculty
folk, employees of the college, veterans and their wives, and
friends of Clemson College. Your pa^onage will assist in
getting new product and providing same for you at a moderate admission. It also makes possible many other services
that are rendered to students and people of the community.
"GOOD SAM" starring Gary Cooper and Ann Sheridan will
be shown Nov. 4-5-6. This is said to be an unusually good
picture and one of the most amusing of the year. You
will enjoy it.
November 4—"JIMMY STEPS OUT"—Jimmy Stewart, Pauletter Goddarrl.
November 5—"UNFINISHED DANCE"—Margaret O'Brien.
November 6—"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"—John Mills
November 8-9—"SONG OF LOVE"—Katherine Hepburn, Paul
Henried, Robert Walker.
November 8-9—"DEAR RUTH"—Joan Caulfield, William
Holden.
November 10—"SPIRIT OF WEST POINT"—Davis and
Blanchard.
November 10—"CHEERS FOR MISS BISHOP"—Martha Scott,
William Gargan.
November 11-12—"RACE STREET"—George Raft.

SHOP AND SAVE AT . . .

GALLANT-BELK'S
ANDERSON, S. C.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES
COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

A. W. COX

LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO

Easley, South Carolina

[

So round, so firm, so fully packed

so free and easy on the draw
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Eagles Stopped In High Scoriog attle;
Aerial Attack Featured By Both Teams
Gill Allen Married
In Anderson Last
Saturday Night1

WITH SCOOP REYNOLDS
They've done it again. Yes, these bowl bound Tigers
have gained more national recognition as they heaped
laurels upon themselves and dished out defeat to Boston
College's Eagle in their successful jaunt
to the far north in their latest outing.
Once again history has repeated itself in
that Rcmpin' Robert Gage has lead his
Bengal teammates to victory in their
fifth gridiron venture this season. Last
season fans will recall the Eagles had to
overcome a half-time deficient to trip the
Howardmen 32-22. It was sweet revenge for the Country Gentlemen, for
they now hold a 3-2 edge in the intersectional meetings.
Looking at the Game
When Clemson received lh.e kick-off Friday night in
Braves Field, there was a small band of Tiger students there
it) cheer their great team.
However, for every student
Clem'sonite in Beantown there were several hundred back
in and around Clemson. Over in Anderson every time the
listeners heard that the Tigs had pushed over another tally,
spirited cheers arose and there was no doubt in the minds
of those folks in hearing range that the Tigers were winning
their fifth consecutive fracus of the current season. Yes,
almost anywhere one went Friday night people were talking
about Coach Frank Howard's amazing footballers, and well
they might.
Those Tigs have done what many people thought
impossible at the beginning of the pigskin season. After slaughtering Presbyterian 53-0, they went on to
down North Carolina State 6-0 on a heroic goal line
stand by the entire Clemson eleven. With their upset
victory over the Mississippi State Maroons and their
Big Thursday triumph over the fading Gamecocks, the
Bengals were due to lose one according to certain^ sources. But they didn't allow those pessimistic rumors to
dampen their spirit and came up with another thrilling
contest, well played and deservingly worn
Game Rambles
Romping Robert heaped more gridiron glory upon the
fighting Tiger eleven and hinl self as he ran and passed for a
net gain of 203 yards. Much of his gains came over the air
route as he passed for three FD's and intercepted an Eagle
t'.ss to set up another. Cage completed 7 of 11 pitches for
a .500 pitching average. Thi it's pretty good in any league,
In his last year of collegiate competition Bobby is making
his bid for All-Southern and \il-American honors.
Hudson Tallies
Sophomore end Robert Hudson of North Carolina, came
into his own in the Friday night tilt. A bulwark on defense
and hitherto used mainly for this purpose, the Tig flankmar
tucked in two of the Tiger aerials and racked up 7G yardand one touchdown. Watch this man go from here out.
Oscar Thompson, scrappy little pass receiver, pulled
in two tcsses for 51 yards to make the records look
much better. Thompson can always be remembered
for scoring the winning marker against the Gamecocks
in the State Fair classic. Pound for pound there is not
a better footballer in the country than this 165 pounder
that anchors the right side of the Clemson line.
Congratulations to the Team
This column takes this opportunity to extend to the 4(
edition of the Clemson Tigers and their coaches it's hearticcongratulations for the spirited and aggressive game of foo!
ball that the squad has played thus far. It sure would bt
wonderful to sec this gallant band of Country Gentlcmei
play to cheering thousands in Miami or Dallas come Nev,
Year's day.
All-State Selectors Take Note
When the sports writers and columnists begin their se^
lections for all-slate honors this year, they will have one oi
the most difficult jobs in their careers. Up here at Clem
son there will be quite a few men that will be leading candi
dates for the pigskin honors. Hustling Gene Mocre should
be the unanimous choice for the pivot spot. Moore has
played the major portion of all his team's contests. Also
making a bid for honors are Frank Gillespie, Tom Salisbury,
Phil Prince, Ray Clanton and Johnny Poulos. In the Tiger
backfield there is Ray Mathews, Bob Martin, and a fellow
named Fred Cone, known for his ability to rip stone walls
loose from their masonry. Then there conu s Bobby Gage.
This triple-threat artist has made the mythical eleven for
three years and should be the unanimous choice of the tubpounders for the lop starting role. Gage is making a strong
bid for All-Southern and Ail-American laurels as well.
It Doesn't Pay to Bet
A friendly wager was made by two campus personalities shortly before the Carolina fracus. Porter Bull,
Ag. Engineering senior, made a sporting agreement with
Margie Hartkoff, a Carolina supporter, that in the event
that the Birds tripped the Tigs he would push a pencil
across the floor of the college library with his snoot.
Well, it wasn't Mr. Bull that had to do the pushing but
(Continued on Page 8)

Gill Allen, former Clemson
track man, was married Saturday afternoon, October 30, in
St. John's Methodist Church in
Anderson to the former Miss
Joan Pennel of Anderson. Miss
Pennel formerly attended Winthrop College in Rock Hill, S. C.
' Gill's best man was Jimmy
"Head" Hunter, of Lancaster,
a student here at Clemson. Gill
was a member of several organizations around the campus
including the Block "C" Club,
the C. D. A., and the Alpha Chi
Psi.
We, of the Tiger, wish Gill
and his new bride congratulations and best wishes for the
coming years.

Clemson's fullback Fred Cone of Elmore» Ala., whose helmet is shown at the top and center of the pileup, goes over for a Tiger touchdown in the third quarter against Boston College. Bobby Gage of
Anderson had intercepted a pass on the B. C. 40 to set up the score in Boston Friday niglW at
Braves Field. Cone covered 16 yards in three bucks, the last for two, as the-Tiger won, 26-T9.
The Bostonians trying to stave off the T. D. are Halfback Maurice Poissant (11), Halfback Walt
Boverini, Guard Dom Papaleo (64) and Center Bab Chouinard (52), all wearing maroon jerseys.

Pigskin Predictions Of
Games Across Nation
By SCOOP and JACK
Encouraged by our last week's
record of 28 right and 4 wrong,
which incidentally raised our
average to 76%, we endeavor to
forecast the outcome of next
Saturday top grid battles as usual,
we'll string along with our all
victorious Tigers, who will be
heavy favorites to smother their
traditional rival Furman's Purple
Hurricane.
1. Army over Stanford—The
Indians have improved, but not
enough to stop the cadets.
2. Georgia Tech over Tennessee—This should be an acid test
for the engineers.
3. Georgia over Florida—Rauch
& Co. have another field day.
4. Cornell over Colgate—The
Big Red makes "paste" out of the
Red Raiders.
5. Northwestern over Wisconsin
—The Wildcats love the smell of
roses.
8. Tulane ovem -V. M. I.—Taps
for the Keydets.
7. Vanderbuilt over L. S. U.—
The Bayou Bengals take a bow.
8. S. M. U. over Texas—Another bowl bid in the making.
9. North Carolina over William
and Mary—This gets tiresome.
10. Michigan over Navy—Same
old story about the Middies.
11. Harvard over Princeton—In
a thriller.
12. Notre Dame over Indiana—
Number 25 for The Fighting Irish.

Dr. "Rlibe" Fike, National Iptay President,
Relates Functions And Purposes 01 Iptay

13. Pennsylvania over Penn.
State— Both are undefeated, but
the Quakers have faced tougher
opposition.
14. George Washington over
The Citadel—By a Bulldog's hair.
15. N. C. State over Virginia
—Beattie Feather's boys are better than they showed last week.
16. Nevada over Santa Clare—
Stan Heath throws again.
17. Illinois over Iowa — Any
team that gives the Wolverines a
good fight our nod.
18. Oregon over Washington—
The Webfeet plus Norm Van
Brocklin are our choice.
19. Ohio State over Pittsburg—
A not too easy break in . the
rugged Buckeye schedule.
20. Mississippi
over Chattanooga. A runaway.
Also:
Alabama
over
Miss.
Southern, Maine over Bowdoin,
Brown over Western Reserve, St.
Bonaventure over Canisius, Utah
State over Colorado, Utah ovev
/Colorado, A. &. M, Miami- (
over Dayton, Detroit over Denver, Holy Cross over Duquesne,
Fordham over Boston U., Delaware
over Gettysburg, Idaho over Montana State, Mich. State over Marquette, Nebraska over Kansas
State, Yale over King Point, West
Virginia over Ohio, Oregon State
over Washington State, Texas
Tech over Texas Mines, Rutgers
over Lafalette, and Georgetown
over 'N. Y. U.

By JIM RICE
IPTAY started in 1932 in one of
Clemson's leanest football years.
This was one of the years when
the Tigers, under the tutoring of
Jess Neely, dropped every game
they played except the one to N.
C. State which they won 6 to .0.
After this season, a group of
alumni, thought something should
be done about the situation concerning athletics at Clemson, hence
IPTAY was founded. Since that
time IPTAY has increased by
le&ps and bounds and has eduOn Thursday morning,
the cated or helped to educate over
Baby Bengals will shove off for 600 boys who otherwise may have
Walterboro for their encounter been unable to attend college.
with the Bullpups of The Citadel. IPTAY has also induced many
This will be the first meeting schools to install similar programs
between the two schools since to develop athletes and help boys
through college.
the war.
At the present, there is no defiThe Cubs, who have tasted defeat only once this season, are nite centralization of IPTAY, but
prepping hard ^or'l^gir th$u win there is a plan to centralize the
of this current grid campaign. organization with sectional clubs
Mr.
The BgMjptold Bart Jack- working' direcUy through
J
son and crushed PJ>C. SaJieyvees, *Wa'lt' Tilley tih'd''Coa'cn' Howara;
while losing a hard fought battle The only receipt which members
need have is their IPTAY Card.
to the Carolina Biddies.
Coach Banks MacFadden s !.line
Mr. Tilley, who is the assistant
stalwarts led by DeMussi, Mooney- director, has built up much enj han, King, and Bryant along with thusiasm among the alumni of
the fine array of backs sparked Clemson toward the IPTAY proby Hair, Brown and Thompson j gram and has helped considerare ready for the contest.
! ably to increase the organization's
Furman's Little Breeze will of- membership. The reorganization
fer the opposition for the final I of the club into regional groups
game. By winning these last two I will greatly < facilitate Mr. Tilley's
games the Baby Tigers .can wind j work in that he will not have to
up a successful grid season.
(Continued on Page 8)
Dr. R. H. "Rube" Fike, the first
unanimously elected National
President of IPTAY in an interview related the story of IPTAY,
its functions and its purposes.

Hair Will Play In
Hometown As Cubs
Take On Bullpups

engals Rack Up Fifth Consecutive Win
As Gap Paces Tigers To Aerial Victory
. Clemson College's football team continued their winning ways
by playing the hefty Boston College Eagles to a standstill before 25,000 chilled and thrilled fans in Braves Field Friday night as they
scored their fifth consecutive victory with a 26-19 triumph over their
"Yankee" host. Playing their exciting brand of pigskin cavorting
the Country Gentlemen unleashed a powerful running and passing
exhibition rarely seen by the fans of football in Beantown. Clemson's All-American candidate, Bobby Gage, and his teammates displayed the gridiron tactics that have made them a contender for a
possible bowl appearance come New Year's Day.
Clemson struck early and tallied twice on pass plays after the
ground offensive had moved the Howard machine deep in Eagle territory. At the end of the third period, the Tigs commanded the situation with a 26-6 count. Then the Bostonians filled the air with
aerials and two clicked for touchdown jaunts.
Tigs Scote Early
Here's how the points were
made. Ray Mathews gathered in
an Eagle '.sunt and returned the
oval 12 yards to the BC 43. On
the next play Bob Hudson outran
the Boston College secondary and
The North Carolina Tarheels pulled down Gage's toss going
and the Clemson Tigers retained over the dual stripes standing up
their lead in the ^Southern Con- for the first tally of the game.
ference by their wins over Ten- Jack Miller's attempted conversion was blocked and the Tigs led
nessee and Boston College, re6-0.
spectively. The Tar Heels scored
After a series of punt exchanges
a 14 to 7 victory over the Ten- Clemson had the ball on BC's 40nessee Vols on Saturday and the yard line after Gage tucked in
Tigers ran over the Boston Eagles Songin's punt and returned 20
yards. The Tigers were penalized
to a count of 26 to 19. Both teams 15 yards for holding but on the
.are undefeated so far - this sea- next play Gage hit the line for 6.
son, North Carolina has won
Cone spun through for 9. Then
starts to the Tigers five wms. came Mathews 31 yard pass to
Oscar Thompson who was downed
Justice and company meet twice
on BC's 29. A passing attempt
beaten William and Mary on Sat- by Gage to Poulos in the end zone
urday, and the Tigers take on a was missed by inches. Rompin'
Robert carried for 19 yards to the
weak Furman team.
On a lateral from
Duke is second in the race for Eagles 13.
fullback Fred Cone to Gage who
Southern Conference honors with
tossed to Poulos in the end zone
a record of three wins, one loss netted another 6-pointed for the
and two ties. Duke dropped a visitors from- the c\eep south.
hard one on Saturday to Georgia Again Clemson's kick was no good
Tech, who is among the unbeaten as Cone's boot missed by inches.
teams of the nation. William and Boston Retaliates
After Bobby Williams interMary is third in the conference
with a four in. the win column cepted one of Songin's pitches on
the Bengal 20, Gage hurled a long
and two in the loss section.
one that Clasby of BC intercepted
The standings:
on the Tig 40. Songin passed to
Teams
W L
Cannava for 20.
Then Gould
North Carolina .... .... .... 6 0
caught Songin's next heave and
Clemson __. .... .... .... .... 5 0
crossed the goal making the score
Duke
3 1
12-6. Stautner missed the extra
William-Mary
....
4 2
point.
Maryland
5 1
Tig Tallie Makers Turn Loose
Wake Forest
4 2
After the Clemson defense stopV. M. I
4 2
ped the Boston offensive on the
So. Car.
2 3
mid-field stripe, the
Country
Furman
.... .... ._„ 2 3
Gentlemen snapped the oval to
N. C. State
2 3
their star passer, Bobby Gage,
Richmond .... .... .... .... ii„ 3 3
who tossed to Mathews. Ragin'
Davidson ....
.... .... .... 2 3
Ray plucked the 'pigskin from
Geo. Washington
2
the atmosphere on the BC 15 and
Washington and Lee
1
raced over for the third Clemsoh
Citadel
2
(Continued on Page 8)
V. P. I.
0

arheels And Tigers
Tie In (onf. Race

WSGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
WALHALLA

SENECA

Phone 186

Phone 383-777

f

JUST INSTALLED
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Your best'

Hallmark
Card Dept.

NEXT-O0SKIN!
if

ARROW
UNDERWEAR

GREETING CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS ...
Birthday-Get Well Cards—Sympathy—Party Inyim rations—Thank You Notes—WedJinq Cards—Birthday Cards for Mother, Father, SL:er, Brother, Wife,
Husband, Uncle, Aunt, Grandmother, or any member
of the family.
ARROW SHORTS

$1.25 up

ARROW T-SHIRTS

$1.25 up

ARRQML GUARDS

$1.00 up

... SEE THIS BEAUTIFUL DISPLAY VODAY ..

Come in and see our fine selection of Arrow undershorts and undershirts.'

L C. Martin Drug Company

STEWART-MERRITT
26 South Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

FOR ARROW SPORTS SHIRTS
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Bengals Meet Furman
S p© rf facts

in
Focus

Gage, Wham Expected To
Shine Before 20,000 Fans
Clemson's Tigers meet Furman's Hornets in Memorial
Stadium Saturday afternoon at two o'cldck before an anticipated gathering of 20,000 howling fans in the 35th encounter between the two elevens. Thus far in the series the
Bengals have emerged victorious on 20 occasions while the
Baptists have taken the laurels 10 times. Only four of the
meets ended in deadlocked scores.

By JACK CRIBB
We Can Do It Too
On a certain day last fall, football enthusiasts of
the University of South Carolina presented a gift to
Rex Enright. The head Gamecock mentor was presented a shiny new Cadillac for his services as boss of
the Birds. This expression of appreciation on the parts
of the Carolina supporters rings a bell for this writer.
Why doesn't the ball start rolling to give our "Head"
some sort of token of our esteem?
Take note! This is only a small suggestion, and
this writer is definitely not forcing the issue, but we've
already won more games this year than during the
whole of many past seasons and will more than likely
take many more before the dust settles on Memorial
Stadium. It would seem a nice gesture to Howard who
is doing a wonderful job guiding our boys.
Many people will also probably jump down our throats
for bringing this up after assorted criticism has been directed at our coaches during past years. However, anybody
who is able to produce anything unfavorable written about
Howard or any oth.er coaches by this writer will have the
pleasure of seeing me eat this column, without salt, pepper,
or any other spices.
An article was published in the "State" a few days ago
also pertaining to students at the University in Columbia.
This time, however, the situation has changed somewhat.
Instead of heaping gifts and praises upon Enright, it might
be interesting to those in and around Tigertown, that they,
the students, are now directing their attention to the basketball season. After seeing their boys lose to Tulane, Clemson, and West Virginia in succession, Gamecock backers
have now put the cage season ahead of the pigskin classics
that are still taking place.
So, it is seen that not only here at Clemson does spirit
drop when the hometeam is losing out. Human nature, no
matter where one goes, is the same.
Jake Penland Relates
Our attention is again attracted to Columbia and
that famous'column of Jake Penland, sports editor of
the here-to-fore mentioned State paper. A lot of friendly and maybe some not so friendly words have been exchanged between "Plowman Penland" and Bengal backers during the season, but now, Jake has published a
statement in his paper bidding the Howardmen good
luck and expressing the hope that the Country Gentlemen will not hang up their purple and orange attire until January first.
Remaining Games
Our last victory at the expense of the Boston College
Eagles was our fifth straight. With this gigantic obstacle
out of the way, the sledding will be easier for the Tigers
from here on out. Only one opponent, as far as past records
are concerned, now stand between the Clemsonites and an
undefeated season. That formidable foe is Wake Forest,
whom the Bengals play in Winslon-Salem on November 13.
The Deacons have improved steadily with their T formation
which took the place of the single wing formerly employed
by "Peahead Walker". Boston College walloped the Baptists at the beginning of the season, but the Deacs covered a
long stretch of tlieir comeback road last Saturday when they
smothered X. C. Slate, 31-13. This same Wolfpack gave
the Tigers a rough time on the night of October second.
Clemson won the game 6-0, But only after a rugged fight.
The North Carolina boys have come out on top in the last
seven encounters with the Clemsons and will be all out
to make it eight in a row. Fireworks will be popping in
that certain North. Carolina city a week from Saturday in
what promises to be a thriller from anybody's seat.
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Trip To Boston Ends
In Success; Several
Hindrances Are
By CHUCK CHALKER
"I want to go to Boston so bad
I can taste it!" This was heard
so often it was taken for granted,
as people around the Tiger office
bemoaned their lack of cash and
transportation.
"Where there's a will there's a
way," they say, so armed with
ideas and much conversation the
'phone calls began.
We soon found that our only
hope was a charter service with
an airplane for rent. A deal was
soon arranged with an air service
at Fair Forest Airport in Spartanburg. Robert Gettys, Jack
Clanton, Bob Bradley, and I composed this eager quartet, at $58.00
a throw.
Then, our troubles began, accompanied with headaches, irritated ulcers, and shady language
our trip fell through. A storm
front promised possible grounding all the- way up to Beantown!
We called every available weather
station and Lady Luck smiled
again as it appeared we could get
through. Then, we learned that
we had misunderstood the quoted
price. The $58.00 was for seven
men not four!
Amidst groans
and more bad language we hastily
scared up three more men with
the necessary shekels and triumphantly called the Air Service,
only to learn the 7 passenger airplane had been sent elsewhere!
That did it! With broken hearts
and an awful let down feeling we
conceded an end to our attempts
to fly. Undaunted we decided to
take a . train leaving Thursday
night arriving in Boston Friday
afternoon but a train didn't compare with the anticipated aerial
endeavor.
With a desperate last chance
attempt we called another service
and Lou Clayton, magnificent,
beautiful, competent Louis said
yes to four of us for 75 big dollars.
Stretching wallets to the
limit and figuring quickly we
called him back before he changed
his mind and we were in.
Despite the frantic efforts, the
heartbreaking failures, and a huge
phone bill, we're all very glad
it happened because The Athletic Association and Walter Tilley, The Kenmore Hotel and Mr.
Bigler, and that wonderful town
of Boston and its fine hospitality
made for a weekend never to be
forgotten.

Furman enters the game a decided underdog as the Hornets
have won only two of their fracus while the terrible Tigs have
vanquished all five of their opponents this season, emerging victorious from the P. C. opener, the
Wolfpack game, the encounter in
Starkville with Allyn McKeen's
Maroags, picking the Chickens,
and plucking the Eagles' feathers
in Boston last Friday evening.
Coach"5' Frank Howard's outfit
came through the Boston College
clash with only minor hurts in
additiorj to the bruises. Tom
Salisbury came out of the game
with a sprain in the third period
but returned to duty before the
finish of the meeting. Fred Cone
had a lacerated chin but will be
ready to go in the Saturday meeting. Jim Whitmire hurt his right
arm at Boston but should be able
to see service against the Hurricane.
Saturday's game will probably
be one of those old spirited getto-gethers
where
upsets
are
strickly in order since the Greenville Baptists are always out to
beat their vaulted rival.
Probable Line-ups:
Furman
Clemson
Wham
LE
Poulos
Thornton
LT
Prince
McCorkle
LG
Clanton
Byrd
C
Moore
Aiken
RG
Gillespie
Gilreath
RT
Salisbury
Bierman
RE
Thompson
Pruitt
QB
Martin
Moates
RH
Mathews
Johnson
LH
Gage
Fletcher
FB
Cone

Intramural Games
Good; Eligibility
Rules Are Listed
Many students who do not play
varsity football are finding the
Intramural Touch football games
most interesting. Eighteen teams
are entered in the league and the
race is on for top honors. The
champions will be decided on the
basis of the standing of teams
so every game won pushes the,
winning team closer to the championship.
Mr. Cooper has asked that
teams be. careful not to use any
student on a team that is ineligible for play with your team. All
veterans' teams have turned in a
list of players and only the men
listed for a veterans team are
eligible to play with that team.
To use any other player makes I
the team liable for the loss of any
game in which an ineligible player participated even though that]
team may have won by virtue of
outscoring the opponent.
Rules for play and eligibility
were discussed before the Touch
football program started and the
intramural Council, which is composed of the Director of Intramural Sports, A. & R. Officers of
the companies and team captains
of veterans' te'ams, were familiar
with those rules. For the benefit
of any who may have forgotten
those rules they are recorded here
as follows:
1. Each R. O. T. C. company
team will be composed of the men
who are assigned to the company.
2. Veterans'
teams may
be
drawn from the men who room
in a certain barracks or from an
organized club that is recognized
by the college. (That is, any
man who rooms in barracks No.
5 may play on the barracks 5
team, but is not eligible to play
on any team from some other
barracks). Likewise, any man in
any other barracks is not eligible
to plaji on barracks 5 team.
3. Each veterans team is re-

quired to turn in a list of' players
before games are scheduled.
4. Violation of Rule 2 means a
'"-• r'! of any game won when an
ineligible player participates.
5. All Varsity or Freshman
football players are ineligible to
participate.
6. The A. & R. Officers and/or
team captains are responsible for
the players on their respective
teams.
rp
he Intramural
Sports
prois designed to give every
student an opportunity to participate in some sport diiring the
year. Many students participate
in more than one sport thereby
keeping themselves physically fit
at all times. It has been most
interesting to watch the fair play
by students in this program, and
the fine spirit which such a program develops is reflected in all
areas of student ilfe. The habit
Of keeping fit physically, learning
to give and take in good, clean,
wholesome sports has been one of
the factors that made American
youth courageous
and
strong.'
These are very commendable
traits that will continue to keep
America strong as the years go
Next week's schedule:
Monday:
G Co vs K Co
C Co vs F Co
L Co vs M Co
Tuesday:
Barracks 5 vs T-2
Sharecroppers vs I Co
Hillel vs E Co
Wednesday:
Band vs H Co
Barracks 10 vs Jet Vets
. D Co vs A Co
Thursday:'
Sharecroppers vs M Co
Barracks 5 vs K Co
Hillel vs L Co
Friday:
C Co vs D Co
G Co vs A Co
F Co vs Band

Clemson polled s
votes in the racestandings
twelfth place in the
">n. K
Dame cd;
first place by
n of three
votes.
the first place for three co:
live j
place, ballot,: Hian Notre I
but ' Notre Da .. '
■ third place v •
average up above ;;
average. Net.'
Irish received
votes to sixty <
North Caroli
I t'hci
third place
victory oven Tennessee by a
of 14 to 7. The hard pi:
Heels receptor ' first plai i
and
Army swapped
i
week's poll, with u
Eourth
and California in fifth, the r« •
of /last week's record. Unbeaten
Georgia Tech held on 'to sixth
place after the seventh week of
competition on the gridiron with
their win over Duke. The team
that jumped up the most in the
national standings after last Saturday was ■ Southern Methodist
who hopped from 11th place to
eighth.
Clemson and N/evadt were the
only unbeaten, untied teams that
were not listen in the top ten.
Nevada now holds down 11th
spot while Clemson is close behind in twelfth.
Clemson may
move up some more after the
coming game with Furman, if
they edge by the Hurricanes.
Most experts will probably give
Clemson a margin of three or four
touchdowns, but don't let this
fool you because the ClemsonPurman game is always a tough
one. _
The standings after the seventh
week are:
1. Notre Dame
2. Michigan

No Winners In Four
Weeks; Chesterfield
Contest Continues

oStlerj
Moy
2' poi i

halfback, ClarLowery still led
r the seventh
■rent football sea'
Loweryls team
The" Citadel
i day his score of
"emained at the
•
the Palmetto

State.
T!;o:

tied for
■ iring race
e. These four
are Matthewis and Cone of
:Iand of South CarPin ckney of
Cita
' ■: Mathews
',. the B. C.
ir tally from 12
IDS

honors is Jack
temson who has 17
Six of these
talk'
roi
i touchdown
er 11
»re converted
after touchdowns.
The ■ leaders ii
the scoring
through .the seventh week of play

I-owery, Erskine _
Cone, Clemson _
le'wsj Clemson
; P'r>ckney, Cita
'vickland, S. C. <
Tiller. Clemson _._
.jr.dsav

P. C. 'LL

TD PAT
.... 4 0
.... 3 0
.1 3 0
L£ 3
.... 3

0
0

.... 1 11
.... 2 1

TP
24
18
18
18
18
17
13

3. North Carolirja
4. • Army
5. California
6.. Georgia Tech
7. Pennsylvania
8. Southern Methodist
9. Missouri
10. Northwestern
11. Nevada
12. Clemson
13. Georgia
14. Penn State
15. Oklahoma
IS: Oregon
17. Michigan State
18. Wake Forest
19. Minnesota
20. Tulane

MUklEU,l

FAVOUR.

MELODIC MIASMA
MAY CANCEL MY
PREDILECTION FOk
NYOOR PULCHRlTUOe..*.

Once again, for "the fourth consecutive week, there Were no
winners in the Chesterfield Cigarette contest. However, there
were six men who missed by only
one game. Among these was E.
A. Corley, George Daminono, D.
B. Plyer, W. B. Moan, John
Thomas, and football player Luke
Deanharte. The outstanding upsets for these contestants were
the Columbia - Cornell game and
the Brown-Rutgers game.
It is sincerely hoped that this
week the fellows will get a better break and win a few of those
cool smoking Chesterfield's. Let's
all get an empty Qhesterfield
package, mark out the teams we
think will lose and turn these in
to the guard room not later than
1 p. m. Friday.
■V

What brand of shorts
do college men swear by
but not at? '

ARROW
SHORTS

SAY THAT AGAIN, SIR!
AND SAY THIS TO ALL
THESPIANS: TO MAKE
SURE OF THAT HAPPY
CURTAIN CALL, MAKE/

TRANSMOGRIFICATION-Complete change.
THESPIS—Greek Goddess of the Drama.
MIASMA-A fog or mist. In the pipes, it:
spells a dive for a diva.
PREDILECTION-A high-class yen.
PERSPICACITY—Keen foresight.
CIGARETTE HANGOVER-That smoked-ogt.
taste, that tight dry feeling in your
throat, due to smoking.
EUGNOMOSYNE—Good judgment in an
emergency.
ADVENTITIOUS-On-the-button

The four other rivals that remain on our schedule
do not boast powerful teams. Furman's Purple Hurricane, our next foe, have won from two weak teams, lost
three encounters and furnished the other half for one
of Wcffprd's many ties.
This game should be a
breather and will furnish a much deserved break for the
Tigers who have played N. C. State, Mississippi State,
South Carolina and Boston College on successive dates.

ULULATIONS-The high ones sopranos hit
on the nose.
PROBOSCIS-The beak, snout or schnozz:

take a smart cuerrhespfms—
Yes, it's I time' to*, CALL^ FOR: PHILIP MORRIS ! Remember:
There's NO CIGARETTE HANGOVER when you smoke PHILIP
MORRIS ... because PHILIP MORRIS is definitely less irritating than any other leading brand, That's why eminent nose
md throat specialists actually suggest^ PHILIP MORRIS U
cases of irritation due to smoking! You'll be elad tomorrow, you smoked PHILIP MORRIS today!

WHY? Because Arrow's seamless seat,
and patented crotch construction prevent chafing and creeping and give
ample sitting-room where needed.

Clemson returns to friendly grounds after the* Wake
Forest tilt to meet Duquesne in our Homecoming game. Although the Dukes promise to be a power in (he next few
years, they have not yet arrived and will be easy prey for the
Blue Bidgc boys. Auburn, likewise a pre-war power on
their way back up, play host to Howard's chargers in Mobile
on Novvember 27. This should be another comparatively
easy victory for the Clemsons.
Season Finalle
Unless we're so fortunate as to receive an invitation to
a bowl, grid activities will come to an end for our boys on
December 1 when they tangle with Citadel's Bulldogs in a
contest that will dedicate the new Johnson Hagood Stadium
in the city beside the sea.

lowsry OS Erskine
II! -leads State

Clemson Twelftl

TRY Arrow shorts next time for real
comfort. They come in oxford and
broadcloth with gripper fasteners or
buttons. Try Arrow undershirts too.
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Alpha Zeta Takes In Nine New Members
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Textile Group lo Meet Saturday

ing the meeting, and the members
of the Phi. Psi fraternity will act
Everybody around the School
as guides in directing the guests
of Textiles has been busy this
to and around the Textile Buildweek preparing for the meeting
ing.
of the Southern Textile AssociaDuring the 15th Southern Textion. There are several hundred
tile Exposition held in Greenhigh-ranking textile men expectville last month a survey was
ed to attend this meeting and
made of the Clemson men attendthese will be shown through the
ing, for the purpose of making
school; therefore, everything must
new data cards on former gradbe in order around the shops, labuates. From the information thus
oratories, classrooms, machines
obtained, a sheet has bsen preetc. This calls for plenty of work
pared showing the graduates'
for the school employees, students,
names, addresses, places of emand faculty. The cooperation of
ployment, and positions held, and
everyone is needed to get and
dividing them into classes of
keep things ship-shape for the
graduation. This list makes inoccasion.
teresting study for anyone who
The meeting will be held in
is connected with the Textile
the auditorium of the School of
School.
Textiles'at 10:00 a. m. on SaturThe number who attended the
day morning. The Reverend E.
show according to class were:
W. Hardin will give the invoca- 1903-1, 1906-1, 1909-1, .1913-2,
tion, and Dr. Poole and Dr. Brown 1914-1, 1915-2, 1916-2, -1919-1,
;
will welcome the visitors to Clem- 1922-2, 1923-5, 1924-3, . .19:>5-3,
1926-2,
1927-3,
1928-6,
1929-3,
son.
1930-1,
1931-4,
1932-4,
"'1933-2,
Mr. W. W. Mussman of Riege"
1934-1, 1935-2, 1936-5,^937-7,
Textile Corporation and Mr. L 1938-9, 1939-10, 1940-10,^1941-9,
M. Howell of Howell-Wilson As- 1942-15, 1943-13, 1944-9, 1945-2,
sociate will each give an educa- 1946-3, 1947-22, and 1948-36.
Of the 205 Clemson graduates
tional paper on textile subjects
Alpha Zeta, national honorary, agricultural frate .-nity recently tapped nine new members. They
and after each paper is present- who attended the exposition, 140
are John F. Wise, Richard L. Biard, Harry Falls, Jr., Henry A. Smith, Smith Worley, Adger S. Mc
Kay, William B. Boykin, James C. Bishop, and Calvin C. Taylor. The men have just completed a
ed will hold a question-and- are employed in South Carolina,
week of informal initiation.
answer period.
Dr. Poole, Mr. J. G. Lindsay, 26 in Georgia, 23 in North Caroand Mr. John T. Wigington have lina, 4 in Virginia, 3 in Alabama,
arranged to serve the visitors 3 in New York, 2 in Tennessee,
for a Dutch luncheon in the Tex- 2 in Louisiana and 2 in Pennsyltile Building at 12:30 p. m. After vania. The position of employcompleted a week of informal inithat the meeting will probably ment of these men ranged from
adjourn to the football stadium apprentices in training programs
The South Carolina chapter of tiation, which included a written
for the Clemson-Furman clash. to president and treasurer.
Alpha Zeta, national honorary quiz on the purposes and princiOne hundred tickets for the game
Of special interest to Clemson
agricultural frr^ernity, recently pals of Alpha Zeta and also on
(Continued from Page 6)
have been set aside for the mem- people was the registration of Mr.
tapped nine men as pledges. local questions.
bers of the Association to insure J. M. Heldman, superintendent
These men were selected on the
of the Erwin Bleachery, Durham,
The new pledges are Richard score. The Clemson. conversion all a ticket for the game.
team of Miller and Miller, made
basis of scholarship, character,
The Bobbin and Beaker staff; North Carolina. Mr. Heldman
L.
Baird,
agronomy
senior
of
Dargood the try for the extra point will register the members attend- ! graduated in the class of 1916,
and leadership. They have just
lington; James C. Bishop, horti- and the visitors led 19-6.
\
Shortly after BC received the
culture senior of Beaufort; William B. Boykin, agronomy sopho- kick-off after the Tigs scored
their third 6-pointer, Salisbury
more of Boykin; Harry Falls, Jr.. and Davis threw the Eagle ball
animal husbandry senior of Ashe- carrier for a 15 yard loss. On
ville,
N. C; Adger S. McKay, the next play Songin's heave was
Clemson, S. C.
dairy junior of Hendersonville, N. intercepted by Gage on Boston's
33 and the Anderson speedster
Henry A. Smith, horticulture
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT, C;
carried to the BC 16. Cone hit
senior of Greenville; Calvin C.
center for 11 yards and hit tackle
Taylor, agricultural economics
for 3 on his next attempt." The
ONE DAY ONLY,
junior of Greenville; John F. Wise,
Alabama contribution to the- '48
animal husbandry senior of McFRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Bengals took the ball. and crashCormick, Smith Worley, agronomy
ed over the center of the line on
The year's finest musical dis- senior of Windsor.
the next play to score the fourth
These pledges will ■ take 'the touchdown for the Clemson
covers
Hollywood's
newest
star—Doris ' Day with Jack final tests Monday ' night and Tigers. Miller's kick was good
Carson in the technicolor pro- those accepted will go through
and the Tigs were out front by>a
duction
the final initiation just after- 26-6 margin.
ai
wards. At the conclusion of the
"ROMANCE ON THE
initiation a social and fellowship
HIGH SEAS"
period will follow.
At the meeting of the chapter
Hear Doris sing "It's Magic", last month S. P. Young was electrr
(Continued from Page 6)
Love Somebody", "Put 'em In
a Box, Tie 'em With a Ribbon". ed to attend the National Conclave,
Devastating Doris Day—Soc- to be held in Washington 'darins make so many trips to contact
the last two days in December different associates. These regionro in first"—Film Daily.
and the first of January. Work al groups will work in accordance
"Doris Day—the most every- is row underway on the chapter with Mr. Tilley and present to
thing girl in Hollywood"—Mo- history and it will be ready for him any ideas which they think
lion Picture Magazine.
presentation at the Conclave.
might be for the betterment of the
As soon as the new pledges organization.
"Not since the late Jean Harlow has a young actress scored are taken in the chapter will conAn amendment has been passed
with the impact of Doris Day" tinue with its program of work to elect a president and two vice—San Francisco Examiner.
for the year. One of the fore- presidents thereby having a defiWe proudly recommend this most of the projects will be some nite centralization for all activipicture. — The Management, sort of recognition for the out- ties. Dr. Fike, as has been preClemson Theatre.
standing freshmen in the School viously said has unanimously
of Agriculture.
been elected.the first president.
Two meetings a year will be
Saturday, Nov. 6
held at Clemson, and all regional
clubs will send representatives
"SEVEN SINNERS"
who will attend to discuss various
problems which have arisen beMarlcne Dietrich, John Wayne
tween ' meetings.
The first of
these meetings will be held prior
Blouse" will be the uniform of to Clemson's opening football
Monday, Tuesday, Nov. 8-9 the day each Sunday, according
game of the season, and the seco'nd
to Colonel Ralph D. Crosby, act- in the spring after the annual
"LUXURY LINER"
ing PMS & T. This is in com- spring practice. In this way, all
Jane rowell, George Brent, oliance with paragraph 151b members of IPTAY will be
Cadet Regulations, and will be brought into closer contact with
Lauritz Melchior, Frances
enforced for the sake of the ap- each other and will be able to
Gifford
Dearance and prestige of the better understand situations here
Cadet Corps.
at the college. They will be enThose students who have not tertained by a dinner and an
Wed.-Thurs., Nov. 10-11
yet been issued blouses are au- intra-squad game between Coach
thorized to wear macinacs, and Howard's charges.
"FOREVER AMBER"
so are not forced to miss church
Dr. Fike said he hopes that
on that account.
Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde
.some arrangement can be made
This regulation is designed to with IPOAY to show members of
AT REGULAR PRICES
encourage cadets to look their IPTAY around the school and inbest when they arc in the public terest them in the several departeye.
ments. This wo.uld be of invalu\ able he.''p to IPTAY in creating
interest in the school and increasing enrollment through them. This
Everything For the Automobile For Less
would also help to diffuse the
Davis Tires and Tubes—Bicycles and Accessories, Radios
school's reputation throughout the
surrounding states and the nation,
Toys, Wizard Batteries
and thus, also increase interest
OIL HEATERS
EASY WASHER
' in athletics.
Consequently the
! future athletic programs of the
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
: college would be on a more wide| spread basis.
WESTERN AUTO STORE
In conclusion, Dr. Fike said he
SENECA
SOUTH CAROLINA
I hopes to see this present Tiger
j football team end the season in
! the manner in which they openi ed it.
By BOB RICE

Alpha Zeta Takes

Tigers Down B. C.

and while he attended Clemson
he was a roommate of Dr. Robert
F. Poole.
The Clemson Alumni Chapter
met last week and elected new
officers for the coming year. Mr.
John T. Wigington, director of the
Cotton Textile Institute at Clemson was elected president to succeed W. Bratton Williams, professor of weaving and designing
in the Textile School; Mr. W. Carl
Nettles was succeeded to the office of vice president by Professor Robert W. "Bob" Moorman
of the School of Engineering; and
for secretary and treasurer, W. C.
Bowen, associate professor of vocational education, was replaced
by Mr. Nash Gray, assistant secretary of the Y. M. C. A. *
At the meeting, in addition to
electing these new officers, the
chapter discussed plans for a
dance to be given for the visiting
alumni during "Homecoming"
week-end.
Harold B. Wilson, assistant professor of textiles, and Mrs. Elsie
Brezeale were married at Toccoa,
Georgia, last Saturday. Mrs. Wilson is secretary to Mr. John T.
Wigington, and is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bennett of
Clemson.
The couple were accompanied
to Georgia by Mrs. Louise Landress and Miss Helen Evans, both
of Clemson. Acting as best man
for the groqm was a Clemson man
who graduated last year, Mr. M.
P. Blanchett. Mr. Blanchett is
now employed by Deering-Milliken at Abbeville.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson pla,n to
make their home in Clemson.
Around Clemson and especially
in the Textile School, their many
friends are wishing them happiness and the best of luck.

Trailing The Tiger
(Continued from Page 6)
the other party. There was a goodly crowd of jolly onlookers that saw Miss "Hartkoff move the pencil across
the floor with her nose. Just goes to prove, it doesn't
pay to bet, especially against those Tigers.
Pick Those Games
This week the Chesterfield cigarette contest enters it's
sixth week and the response from the students has been most
encouraging, according to Chesterfield's capable representative on the Clemson campus, B. B. Neely. Mr. Neely reminds all contestants to turn in an empty package of Chesterfields with your entry.
Try these games:
ARKANSAS _RICE
AUBURN
MISSISSIPPI STATE
CALIb JRNIA
ULCA
CLEMSON
IURMAN
DARTMOUTH
COLUMBIA
DUKE
WAKE FOREST
KENTUCKY
VILLANOVA
MINNESOTA
:,
:
PURDUE
OKLAHOMA
I
MISSOURI
SOUTH CAROLINA _r
MARYLAND

SPORTING GOODS

Anderson. S. C.
— Visit —
THE ANDERSON HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

BECAUSE ALL OVER AMERICA MORE MILLIONS
OF SMOKERS ARE ASKING FOR

Fike Talks IPTAY

louses \m\mm
Bay For Ail Sunadys

GENE ANDERSON'S DEP'T STORE
VISIT OUR COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S
:
,

Ready-to-Wear
212-214 S. Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

YOU CAN'T BEAT VALUE

j
I
i
i
j
j

A certain tailor shop never
seemed to share in general prosperity and finally went barkrupt.
One partner was sadly surveying
the premises just before the padlocking.
"I can't understand it at all,"
he mused. "Here we go busted,
and only yesterday I read where
President Truman was saying
that business was never better."
"Maybe," suggested his brother,
"Truman had a better location
than ours."

(opyright 194$.

LJCCETT

&

MVERS

Toawxo Co.

HOUSEWARE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

CHESTERFIELD IS BUILDING
ANOTHER FACTORY

CLEMSON THEATRE

—

